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Executive Summary 
Free-and-open-source-software (FOSS) promises an attractive alternative to the ever-increasing costs of 

commercial middleware, which threatens the profitability of modern game development.  As MMO 

development is typically an order of magnitude more expensive than classical game development, this 

promise seems even more attractive within this sub segment of the industry.  There is however little 

evidence of widespread FOSS usage within the gaming industry.  This paper attempts to shed light on 

some of the underlying reasons through performing an in-depth evaluation of the OGRE open-source 

rendering engine from the perspective of an MMO developer.  

The author shows that there are great savings to be had when using the engine as a foundation when 

compared to building a proprietary rendering engine from scratch, but it does not actually offer 

significant cost advantages over commercial alternatives in the context of MMO development.  The 

engine also comes with the added risk that it is virtually unproven in the field of high-end gaming, 

although a number of low-end and mid-range games based on the engine have shown great promise.  

Furthermore, while OGRE is highly praised by industry professionals it is however uncompetitive in high-

performance gaming due to its lack of parallelism.  The author concludes that while using OGRE as a 

rendering engine in a high-end MMO is almost certainly doable, unquestioning commitment to the 

engine would be folly. 
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1. Introduction 

With the reported development cost of MMO development easily exceeding tens of millions of dollars 

(Carpenter, 2003), it would seem desirable to reduce the development costs through using a high-end 

MMO game engine, akin to well known FPS game engines such as Unreal Engine, CryEngine or 

Gamebryo.  Yet in spite the fact that a number of full-featured MMO game engine s (Wikipedia, 2009) 

have been created, further investigation does not indicate that these engines have been used in a 

significant number of successful MMOs.  

In the absence of plausible full-featured MMO game engines, using smaller, high-end middleware 

components would seem to be the second best alternative.  While the benefits of using software 

components may seem to be blazingly obvious, the costs incurred may however go much further than 

the initial price tag (O'Neill, 2008).  There are furthermore mixed opinions on the role of middleware in 

MMOs in general, among other due to the colossal risks that may be incurred by dependencies on 3rd 

parties.  Examples of such risks are the middleware provider going out-of-business, failure to incorporate 

middleware into the content pipeline and middleware instability.  Open-source software tools and 

middleware reduce some of these risks and have thus been suggested as vital to maintaining the 

industry‘s profitability (Martin, 2009). 

One such open-source middleware component is the Open Source Graphics Rendering Engine (OGRE), 

which has been pro-claimed as having „grown to become one of the most popular open-source graphics 

rendering engines“.  OGRE has been used in a number of projects, including dozens of non-commercial 

projects as well as a few derived game engines (Ogre Wiki, 2009).   It has also been used in commercial 

games such as Torchlight, Pacific Storm, Zombie Driver and MotorM4x (Wikipedia, 2009).  Furthermore, 

a number of games have been released using game engines that embed OGRE, such as the NeoAxis 

engine (NeoAxis Group). 

While this indicates that OGRE is likely to be a viable component for some categories of games, its track 

record is still unproven as an MMO component.  A handful of failed MMOs have used the OGRE engine, 

including „Project Wish“, a community attempt to make an MMO inspired by the lofty goals of the 

cancelled MMO Wish from Mutable Realms, which was once renowned for attempting to bring single-

shard scalability to the fantasy MMO genre  (Ogre Wiki, 2009).  In this paper the author will attempt to 

prove the viability of using the open-source OGRE rendering engine at the heart of a high-end MMO, 

with a budget in the tens of millions of dollars, assuming that this is not viable if he fails at his task.   

The paper‘s main body is structured in 6 chapters in addition to this introduction.  In chapter 2, the 

author provides a brief introduction of the methods used as well as himself due to the highly subjective 

nature of the paper.  In chapter 3, the author reviews a number of games that have used OGRE to assess 

the engine‘s proven capabilities.  In chapter 4 the author interviews a number of developers that have 

actual experience with the engine.  In chapter 5 the author performs a cost-benefit analysis to assess the 

business viability of OGRE as an MMO rendering engine.   In chapter 6 the author examines the engine 

through the viewpoint of a subject-matter expert and gains hands-on experience with the engine 

through the tutorials.  The results of the paper are then summarized in chapter 7’s conclusions.  
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2. About the author 
As the topic of this paper is almost entirely subjective and qualitative by nature, the author‘s background 

in the field is of relevance to the results. This section thus provides a brief summary of the author‘s 

background for interested readers. 

In addition to undergraduate studies in computer graphics, virtual worlds and other similar topics the 

author has held a number of professional positions that are of relevance to the topic.  Following is a list 

of the most recent and relevant positions: 

Senior Programmer, CCP Games (EVE Online) 

As a senior programmer on CCP Games‘ highly successful MMO „EVE Online“ from the late-alpha stage 

onwards through commercial launch and a number of major expansions (2002-2006), the author 

acquired deep practical design, development and operational experience of one of the world‘s largest 

and most commercially successful MMOs.  At CCP Games the author focused primarily (but by no means 

exclusively) on the server, networking and database aspects of MMOs. 

Chief Software Architect, Marimo (Devotion) 

As chief software architect of Marimo‘s „Devotion“ MMO from 2007 to 2008 the author furthered his 

experience in MMO design and development, while developing an MMO engine that focused primarily 

on rapid-application development and quality-oriented methodologies, as well as proprietary database, 

server, network and game logic.  Devotion was put on permanent hold at the end of 2008 to make room 

for what would later become the author’s next project at Networked Alternate Reality Creations (NARC). 

Chief Technical Officer, Networked Alternate Reality Creations, (Undisclosed) 

As CTO of Networked Alternate Reality Creations‘ upcoming MMO from 2009 onwards, the author 

continued to increase his domain knowledge in the MMO arena while architecting and prototyping a 

next generation MMO engine.  The author placed focus on middleware from the perspective of an 

MMO’s requirements during this period of pre-production and preparation, broadly assessing the range 

of available options including game engines, rendering engines, user-interface engines and far more 

special purpose middleware components.  It was during this pre-production work that the author 

became acquainted with OGRE and was motivated to perform an in-depth evaluation of the engine. 
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3. OGRE games reviewed 
To attempt to evaluate whether OGRE can be used to create a high-end MMO the author reviewed a 

number of the game projects listed on OGRE‘s wiki under (Ogre Wiki, 2009) and on the Wikipedia page 

for OGRE (Wikipedia, 2009).  The author focused primarily on visual fidelity, coarsely evaluating such 

things as model polygon counts, frame rates, visual effects and animation quality. 

To limit the scope of the review, the author only play-tested games that seemed at first glance to either 

have high-end visual fidelity or some special significance to MMOs.  Specifically the following: 

 Torchlight from Runic Games 

 Sacraboar from Makivision 

 Motorm4x from the Easy Company 

 Zombie Driver from EXOR Studios 

 Jack Keane from Deck13 Interactive 

 Venetica from Deck13 Interactive 

 Earth Eternal from Sparkplay Media 

As most of these games actually shipped during the later stages of writing this paper, the author did not 

limit himself to reviewing these games alone.  However for other games, especially those that obviously 

fell far below the standard of a high-end project the author considered the screenshots and in-game 

videos sufficient. 

Many games may of course be grossly misrepresented by such a shallow examination and monumental 

expectations.  The focus of this paper is however specifically about using the open-source OGRE 

rendering engine in high-end MMOs.  As OGRE‘s focus is purely on visualization, the author deemed that 

there was little added value to be had by experiencing all of the games first-hand.  Published screenshots 

and trailer videos typically demonstrate the best experiences that the developer or publisher believes 

that his game has to offer in any case.  The author thus did not expect to be able to create equivalent 

footage without spending an unreasonable amount of time on mastering them. 

The following subsections describe the individual games and the author’s findings while evaluating them. 
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3.1. Alliance: The Silent War 
The game Alliance: The Silent War from Windwardmark Interactive 

was built using a proprietary game engine that uses the OGRE 

rendering engine at its heart.   

The provided screenshots are quite obviously of high-end quality and 

should have proven immediately beyond a shadow of a doubt that a 

top-notch game could be built upon OGRE.  The graphics alone were 

certainly triple-A material at the time, and the game‘s „teaser“ videos 

further drive the point home.  Interested readers are encouraged to 

view the trailers online at: 

http://www.gametrailers.com/game/alliance-the-silent-war/2773. 

The game proved too promising for its own good however.  

Windwardmark Interactive was bought out by Linden Labs in 2006.  

The Alliance development team, which had strong roots in Harvard (Windwardmark Interactive), was 

consumed by Linden Labs and put to work on Second Life.  Alliance was subsequently put on hold until 

further notice, and while the game has not officially been cancelled, three years have passed without any 

evidence of further notice. 

http://www.gametrailers.com/game/alliance-the-silent-war/2773
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3.2. Torchlight 
Like Alliance: The Silent War, Torchlight from Runic Games was built 

using a proprietary game engine that in turn used OGRE for 

rendering.  The game was well received by the public and the game 

press (Torchlight) and has proven to be an important addition to the 

list of games that use OGRE.  It is in fact without a doubt the best 

game that has been shipped to date using the OGRE engine.  This is 

perhaps not surprising given the fact that the Runic Games team 

consists of seasoned industry veterans from titles such as Diablo, 

Fate and Mythos (Wikipedia, 2009). 

Torchlight proves that a top-quality game can be made using OGRE 

as a foundation.  Runic Games plans to expand Torchlight further by 

releasing a free-to-play MMO version in 2010 (Koh, 2009).  The 

MMO version will also be based on OGRE (Runic Games, 2009). 

 Torchlight does not depend on the use of shaders for its rendering 

but this does not affect the game‘s visual quality as the toonish art 

style does not require them.  The game does not suffer for this 

however and by no means demonstrates lesser quality than could 

have been expected from Alliance: The Silent War, had it shipped.   

In spite of making little use of dynamic lighting and shadows 

Torchlight‘s lighting is quite amazing, which coupled with the 

game’s skillful use of 3D sound, excellent visual effects and nicely 

done animations delivers a wonderful end-user emotional 

experience. 

Torchlight is quite simply a masterpiece, proving beyond a shadow 

of a doubt that OGRE can be leveraged to make a top-notch game of 

a given artistic style.  It obviously however cannot be considered 

proof that OGRE could be used for all styles, for example in 

photorealistic games.  This is not a risk however for most forms of 

MMO development, as successful MMOs commonly use art styles 

that are intended to endure the test of time, remaining classical 

long after launch in spite of countless graphics revolutions.  Such 

artistic styles rarely challenge the graphics hardware and are thus 

rarely photorealistic. 
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3.3. Motorm4x 
Motorm4x is an unconventional off-road driving game 

from The Easy Company that emphasizes allowing the 

user to travel freely over interesting and detailed terrain 

in a „sandbox“ fashion. 

While less visually intriguing than Alliance, and far less 

artistic than Torchlight, Motorm4x demonstrates 

commercially acceptable visual fidelity in a photo-

realistic simulation.  The game is certainly not without 

flaws but it does (in the author’s opinion) demonstrate 

the highest quality photo-realistic rendering that has 

been shipped to date using the OGRE engine.  

Motorm4x’s development team does however consist of 

industry veterans from games such as Hidden & 

Dangerous and Mafia (The Easy Company), thus the 

results are not that surprising. 

Visual areas of note include terrain, atmospherics, 

vehicles and outdoor lighting, all of which are quite 

pleasing and professionally done.  The team has done an 

excellent job, so finding visual flaws in the game is a 

pleasantly daunting task, although the author did 

experience a „popping shadows“ artifact, a result of the 

engine only rendering shadows on objects that are fairly 

close to the player.  This puts Motorm4x in the same 

category as Torchlight and Sacraboar (mentioned later 

in the paper) that seem to avoid full-fledged shadows.  

There were also some issues with headlights, which 

seem to be implemented as lens flares which sometimes 

shine through the vehicle’s body.  Finally, the texturing 

work also left somewhat to be desired, but this is rather 

an artistic flaw than an engine flaw.   

The game has a quite good overall look-and-feel that 

would probably suffice for a photorealistic or modern 

MMO.  
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3.4. Zombie Driver 
Zombie Driver from EXOR Studios provides the gamer 

with a quite excellent gore-and-splatter-fest at good 

visual fidelity.  Nothing less could however be expected 

as the roots of the EXOR Studios team can be traced all 

over the games industry (EXOR Studios, 2009). 

The author reviewed the game in length and found that 

it was virtually flawless, thus it certainly confirms once 

again that top-notch commercial-grade games can be 

made and based on OGRE, hopefully MMOs included. 

The game leverages NVIDIA‘s PhysX engine in addition 

to using OGRE 3D as a rendering engine   proving that 

the integration of these two middleware components is 

quite viable.   PhysX is used in Zombie Driver to provide 

a high quality destructible environment with wreckage 

and to send body parts and debris flying all over the 

screen in a believable fashion.  The blood-splattering 

that follows as well as the explosives are quite elegantly 

done, although if any flaw were to be found with the 

visual fidelity of the game it would have to be that 

some of the visual effects such as fire are not quite up 

to par with the game‘s otherwise fantastic experience.  

The texturing work is however amazing, and the zombie 

animations are quite nice.  

Zombie Driver disproves the arising suspicion that the 

author was having after Motorm4x, Torchlight and 

Sacraboar that dynamic shadows may be a major 

problem in OGRE, as every single tiny bit of flying debris 

casts shadows properly in Zombie Driver. 

Readers with high tolerance for blood-and-gore are 

encouraged to buy the game and try it out through 

Steam, or to view the game’s most excellent trailer: 

http://www.zombiedriver.com/media.html. 

 

 

  

http://www.zombiedriver.com/media.html
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3.5. Pacific Storm 
Pacific Storm from Lesta Studios is a commercial game 

that used OGRE in a number of modes, as a mixture of 

turn-based strategy, real-time strategy and flight 

simulation, among other. 

While certainly not of high-end visual fidelity today, and 

hardly so either in 2006 when it was shipped, the game‘s 

graphics are respectable given that it was not intended 

to compete on that front.  It is however undoubtedly the 

most complex commercially shipped game that the 

author has found that used OGRE.  Pacific Storm has a 

variety of gameplay modes including strategic and real-

time tactical play, air combat, ship combat, and first 

person shooter.  The game thus singlehandedly 

demonstrates that OGRE can be used to solve complex 

requirements in almost any genre of gaming, a 

reassuring fact for the would-be-MMO-developer.  

Pacific Storm did however reportedly suffer from some 

severe stability problems (Wikipedia, 2009). 

While typical for the game‘s visual fidelity, the mere 

handful of screenshots do the game little justice as a 

whole as Pacific Storm is far too diverse to capture on 

paper.  Interested readers can find a gameplay trailer on 

GameTrailers.com here: http://www.gametrailers.com/video/demo-trailer-

pacific-storm/5440 

 

  

http://www.gametrailers.com/video/demo-trailer-pacific-storm/5440
http://www.gametrailers.com/video/demo-trailer-pacific-storm/5440
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3.6. Jack Keane 
Jack Keane from Deck13 Interactive is an action-adventure game that was 

released in 2008, showing much the same spirit as in the all-time-classic 

Monkey Island. 

In the somewhat biased words of its Wikipedia’s article (Wikipedia, 2009), 

the game has “spectacular graphics, dynamic lighting, realistic water and 

visual effects”.  The author thus downloaded the English demo to ascertain 

the truth of this statement.  While the game’s visual fidelity was certainly 

acceptable, describing it as spectacular was somewhat of a gross 

overstatement.  The game employs a cartoonish art style that allows it to 

get away with a rather low polygon count and suffers from various 

graphical glitches such as flickering effects on far objects indicative of Z-

buffer fighting, model positioning errors and numerous animation glitches. 

From the perspective of MMO development, Jack Keane does expand the 

art styles and camera modes that OGRE has demonstrated relatively 

successfully to include a close-range 3rd person perspective with a toonish 

flair.  Torchlight also demonstrated such an art style, but did so from a 

semi-fixed-perspective isometric camera viewpoint with a camera much 

further from the character than is typical in modern MMOs. 

Jack Keane’s art style is closer to the style used by numerous MMOs such 

as Blizzard’s World Of Warcraft than most other OGRE games 

demonstrate. 
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3.7. Venetica 
Venetica is another game from Deck13 Interactive that appears 

remarkably well done at first glance, but disappoints at closer 

inspection.  The German version was released in September 2009. 

In Venetica, Deck13 has continued to leverage the OGRE and game 

development expertise they exhibited in Jack Keane.  The screenshots 

and in-game videos from Venetica are in fact quite remarkable, thus the 

author decided to evaluate the game in person in spite of the severe 

language barrier, which he overcame with the help of Google Translate.   

The visual fidelity of Venetica is indeed often quite excellent, with 

excellent post- effects, dramatic combat and clever dynamic lighting, but 

the game exhibits quite inconsistent quality.  It suffers from severe 

frame rate drops and lighting bugs at times as well as basic technical 

issues such as incorrect model foot placement and 3D models 

penetrating each other and themselves in painful ways during animation 

sequences.  The author had to choose the highest levels of graphic detail 

to avoid horribly pixilated shadows, Z-buffer issues akin to those of Jack 

Keane are often evident in outdoor scenes and many of Jack Keane’s 

more unpleasantly flawed visual effects such as splashing are to be 

found.  The camera control was quite frankly a hellish experience. 

Where Jack Keane was a tad bit on the tooney side, Venetica (technical 

glitches aside) is a fine example of the sweet spot between cartoon and 

realism that is typically desired in a MMORPG.  It certainly aspires to be 

worthy of being classified as a high-end game, however it fails to achieve 

this due to the numerous critical quality issues.  Nonetheless, Deck13 

Interactive is on the right track here in a number of different areas.  
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3.8. Earth Eternal 
Earth Eternal is a browser-based MMO from Sparkplay Media 

that was released into open beta in October 2009.  The game 

embeds OGRE as a browser-plugin.   

Earth Eternal is obviously targeted at a much younger and less 

critical audience than the other games that the author reviewed, 

with its childish and cartoonish art style.  The in-game art assets 

are visibly low-poly-count in a manner indicative of low-budget-

art rather than of artistic direction such as found in Torchlight.  

The game lags inexplicably at times, visual effects are 

amateurish, texture details are very low and animations are 

simplistic at best. 

It would however be a great injustice to say that the game is 

actually a low-quality product.  The game simply is what it is: a 

cheap, low-end browser-based MMO.  While Earth Eternal is 

certainly a commercial product along the free-to-play pay-for-

items model and certainly does claim to be an MMO, it primarily 

goes to prove that not all commercial MMOs aspire for high-end 

greatness and world domination through dethroning Blizzard’s 

World of Warcraft. 

Nonetheless, while the author did not actually encounter 

numerous players while briefly reviewing the game, it is 

supposedly a massively multiplayer game.  Thus in its own way it 

does prove that OGRE can indeed be used in an MMO, although 

a low-budget one.  
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3.9. Project Wish 
Project Wish was a community-developed MMORPG that was formed after 

Mutable Realms cancelled development on the commercial MMORPG Wish 

in January 2005 (Project Wish).  Project Wish intended to follow in Wish‘s 

footsteps by creating a fantasy MMO that would scale to tens of thousands 

of concurrent users in a single game world.  If the project had been 

completed it would have proven that OGRE was suitable for classical MMO 

development. 

The artwork available from Project Wish is primarily in the form of concept 

art, but Project Wish was among other one of the pioneers that used 

OGRE‘s Paging Landscape SceneManager, and its landscape renderings 

were in fact quite good. 

The game was however cancelled in February 2009 (Briggs, 2009).  

Obviously it thus failed to prove that OGRE meets the needs of a 

commercial MMO developer, but the attempt was noteworthy.  The 

cancellation was apparently not due to technical limitations, but rather due 

to the project leader‘s realization that in spite of four years of development 

the project still had a very long and arduous journey ahead of it (Briggs, 

2009).  Project Wish thus reaffirms that MMO development is too great a 

task for even the stubbornest of hobbyists. 

Project Wish‘s main contribution to the industry is however perhaps the 

proof of the value of open-source projects, as the source code for Project 

Wish was eventually released under the lenient BSD license following the 

project’s cancellation (Briggs, 2009) and the project‘s wiki was opened to 

the general public.  Future MMO developers could thus choose to leverage 

the code and knowledge base of Project Wish as a starting point if they so 

desire.  More likely, the code and knowledge of Project Wish will eventually 

find itself integrated into the OGRE code base and community if, when and 

where appropriate, providing potential value to all future OGRE projects. 
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3.10. Origins of Humanity 
Origins of Humanity from Evil MasterMinds Inc. is space-

faring MMORPG currently under development, much akin 

to CCP Games’ EVE Online or NetDevil’s Jumpgate 

Evolution.  Other than Earth Eternal, which hardly counts, 

this is the only currently active MMO project that the 

author could find that is using OGRE at its core.  It is thus 

quite relevant to determining OGRE‘s suitability for MMO 

development in general, although Origins of Humanity is a 

non-funded indie-project that is run by dedicated gamers 

as opposed to professional game developers (Evil 

MasterMinds Inc.).  The production does in fact bear far 

more resemblance to a community project than an indie-

project.    

The visual fidelity presented in the game‘s screenshot and 

video gallery at http://www.originsofhumanity.com is quite 

acceptable for a zero-budget production, but (expectedly) 

falls short of commercial quality. 

For the purpose of evaluating OGRE as a potential high-end 

MMO rendering engine this is however inconsequential as 

other games have already proven that sufficient visual 

fidelity can be achieved.  Origins of Humanity has the 

potential however to one day prove that OGRE meets the 

technical requirements of a classical MMO.  Admittedly this 

is unlikely to occur before the project falls apart 

somewhere down the line, as was witnessed in the case of 

Project Wish.  

 

 

 

 
  

http://www.originsofhumanity.com/
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3.11. The Legend of Crystal Valley 
The Legend of Crystal Valley from CATEIA games 

displays quite good visual fidelity for an indie-

produced game of its size, although more in the 

bargain-bucket range than the high-end one.  The 

game focuses primarily on usability and storyline, and 

does a fair job on those fronts. 

While the game doesn‘t provide much input into the 

discussion of whether a high-end MMO could be built 

using OGRE, it must be kept in mind that the number 

of quality games that the author found that used 

OGRE were very low, especially at the start of his 

journey.  The Legend of Crystal Valley was thus quite 

representative of most of the games that were 

available at the time.  The author thus deemed it 

worthy of notice, as it provides an indication of what 

level of visual fidelity could be reasonably expected in 

a low-budget indie-production.  In any case, this level 

of graphic fidelity may very well be acceptable during 

the pre-alpha-stage of a high-end MMO.   

The interested reader may wish to examine the 

game‘s trailer on GameTrailers.com, which presents 

the game in a somewhat better light than the 

screenshots: http://www.gametrailers.com/video/gameplay-trailer-legend-of/49680 

  

http://www.gametrailers.com/video/gameplay-trailer-legend-of/49680
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3.12. Amateur gaming 
Many of the projects listed on OGRE‘s web site are hardly classifiable as 

typical commercial or indie game projects, rather being within the domain of 

hobbyists, amateurs, academics, historians and other non-commercial groups. 

This is quite expectable since OGRE is available freely to everybody, for any 

purpose, unlike a commercial engine such as Unreal Engine or CryEngine. 

For the sake of completeness of scope, the following is a sample of a few of 

the many amateur games that use OGRE (Ogre Wiki, 2009).  Screenshots are 

to be found to the right. 

 Damien Gerhardy‘s DEBAll Minigolf 

 Gimpy Snail Games‘ Dire Desire 

 Tucan Entertainment‘s EXCELSIOR SAGA 

 GraLL 

 Highlander Deep Cut 

 Imperial U-Flotilla 1914-1916 

The OGRE project page lists a number of other games that could equally be 

classified in the same manner.  In fact, the number of amateur projects listed 

outnumbers the number of commercial or indie projects.  While this is of little 

relevance to high-end MMOs, it is a healthy reminder that OGRE is a fertile 

training ground where all are welcome.  
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3.13. Off-the-shelf game-engines using OGRE 
A number of off-the-shelf game engines leverage OGRE as their rendering engine according to the OGRE 

wiki (Ogre Wiki, 2009).  Only two of the engines seem to meet any sort of minimum bar however; the 

StemCell engine from DevCell Software and the NeoAxis Engine from NeoAxis Group. 

While the serious MMO developer would be unlikely to use a full-fledged game engine that has not 

proven itself in the MMO space, a number of MMO developers have attempted to leverage the Unreal 

Engine in recent times to suit their needs.  Huxley, Mortal Online, Blade & Soul, Global Agenda and TERA 

are examples of such games.  CryEngine has also been leveraged, for example in Aion (MMO news, 

2009). 

As these high-end commercial engines have been highly successful in other sectors such as FPS games it 

must thus be considered highly likely that a good team can squeeze considerable value out of them.  The 

same does not hold true for the StemCell Engine and NeoAxis Engine, thus the would-be-MMO-

developer would be ill-advised to commit to using one of these engines at this point in time. 

The games that are developed using these engines are however no less based on OGRE than games that 

use an entirely proprietary game engine, thus they will be explored in the following sub-sections 
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3.13.1. StemCell Engine based games 

While DevCell does provide an excellent web site 

for the engine, the author failed to identify a 

single game that used the engine, be it under 

development, shipped or cancelled. 

The author thus concluded that this lead was 

actually a dead-end, although an unusually 

promising one.  The engine is undoubtedly 

available for purchase, but an MMO developer is 

highly unlikely to choose to be a game engine‘s 

„tracer-bullet“ project. 

The screenshots from the right are taken from 

the engine‘s web site, showing demo content and 

tool UIs. 
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3.13.2. NeoAxis Engine based games 

A number of indie-games can be found that are using 

the NeoAxis Engine from NeoAxis Group, which 

leverages OGRE for rendering.   The engine and its 

toolset are thus seemingly much more mature and 

widespread than StemCell and might well evolve into a 

plausible MMO engine choice in the future, especially 

in low-budget MMOs since the engine is virtually free 

at $95 for an indie license. 

Some screenshots from the NeoAxis Engine‘s tools can 

be seen to the right. 

The following subsections demonstrate a number of 

these better-looking NeoAxis based games.  
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3.13.2.1. Capoeira Legends 

Capoeira Legends from Donsoft Entertainment 

demonstrates low-end commercially acceptable 

graphics using the NeoAxis game engine. 

The game’s most significant contribution was that it 

demonstrated somewhat acceptable character 

animation quality in an actually shipping commercial 

title based on the NeoAxis engine, and thus also in 

OGRE.  Prior to the addition of Torchlight to the list of 

OGRE games, Capoeira Legends did in fact probably 

demonstrate the best character animation in a 

shipped OGRE-game that the author had seen.  This is 

perhaps not that surprising since the game’s core 

focus is on martial-arts, thus one would have expected 

a strong focus on character animation.  Nevertheless, 

the animation was certainly not excellent on any 

standards.   

Obviously it is impossible to encapsulate animation in 

a printed form, so the reader is directed to the 

gameplay video that can be to be found at: 

http://www.capoeiralegends.com/capoeiralegends/Ga

mePlayVideo.html, also available from YouTube at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mzfbtblIMVw. 

  

http://www.capoeiralegends.com/capoeiralegends/GamePlayVideo.html
http://www.capoeiralegends.com/capoeiralegends/GamePlayVideo.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mzfbtblIMVw
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3.13.2.2. Transportado O Brazil 

Transportado O Brazil is an indie-developed driving game made by 

Dynamic Games Entertainment, using the NeoAxis engine.  A 

cursory evaluation of Transportado O Brazil indicates that this 

game does at least meet minimum standards for a low-budget 

game, thus the game can be considered at very least a proof-of-

concept that the NeoAxis engine can be leveraged to create a 

shippable game. 

 Transportado O Brazil allows the player to drive a variety of trucks 

and forklifts in first-person-driver-view, perform quests, walk 

around in 3rd person view and so forth.  It was undoubtedly the 

best vehicle simulator that used OGRE at the time that the author 

reviewed it in September, as well as the best OGRE-based 

photorealistic rendering in a large open world. 

The game was thus the only plausible example to use when 

considering realistically rendered MMOs, although obviously hardly 

high-end according to any standard.  With the launch of Motorm4x, 

Transportado O Brazil lost its place however as Motorm4x presents 

a far superior visual experience. 

A gameplay video can further be found on YouTube at 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MW1qIEnzkdY. 

 

 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MW1qIEnzkdY
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3.13.2.3. Sacraboar 

Sacraboar from Makivision is a real-time strategy 

game that has recently been shipped.  At first 

glance, it seems to demonstrate high-end rendering 

using the NeoAxis game engine and thus the OGRE 

rendering engine 

A few excellent screenshots from Sacraboar can be 

found to right, demonstrating high quality lighting 

and art style for an RTS. 

As this game seemed highly promising, the author 

acquired a copy of the game after it was launched 

to review it in detail.  An in-depth examination 

revealed however that the screenshots were 

somewhat misleading, as they primarily 

demonstrate some very skillful texturing work as 

well as pre-baked lighting.  This is evidence of good 

work done in the art pipeline which cannot 

however be attributed to OGRE or NeoAxis, but 

rather to the artists and the digital content creation 

tools that were used. 

As for the technical aspects of the game that can be 

attributed entirely to OGRE, the dynamic shadows 

were in fact quite pixelated as was the case with 

Venetica on lower graphics settings, in spite of 

maxing out all graphics settings.  The visual effects 

were of similar low-end quality to those found in 

most of the other OGRE based games the author 

reviewed, indicative of a common engine weakness.  

The author also noted various issues with character 

animation quality, again a seemingly common flaw 

in many OGRE based games. 

While Sacraboar was certainly highly entertaining, it 

does little to justify using OGRE for a high-end 

MMO. 
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3.14. Summary of OGRE game reviews 
OGRE has been leveraged to create a small number of mid-range and high-end games in a variety of 

genres.  Torchlight, Zombie Driver, Motorm4x and Alliance: The Silent War represent the highest level of 

visual quality demonstrated by the engine to date, in the author‘s opinion.  The first three of these 

games launched while the author was writing this paper, while Alliance: The Silent War seems to have 

turned into vapor-ware.  

All of these excellent titles have one thing in common however that can be determined with no more 

than a cursory glance: they were created by exceptionally strong teams.  The three released titles 

mentioned above were all built by seasoned veterans of the computer gaming industry, while Alliance 

was being developed by students of Harvard with the backing of professors from both Harvard and MIT. 

The author identified three other commercially shipped titles that are also notable from the perspective 

of MMO development: Pacific Storm, Veretica and Earth Eternal.  Pacific Storm demonstrated massive 

complexity, a typical MMO characteristic.  Veretica was close to the minimum bar and art style that 

could typically be expected in a fantasy MMO.  Earth Eternal was noteworthy for being an actual 

commercial MMO that is currently in open beta, although as a browser based MMO that is by no means 

on par with major MMOs such as World of Warcraft, Lord of the Rings Online or EVE Online.  While all of 

these titles add somewhat to the evaluation, they do very little on their own to suggest that a major 

MMO could be built on the OGRE engine. 

A number of other games were also examined but were found to be of little relevance to the topic at 

hand.  Most notable of those were the community-developed MMOs Origins of Humanity and Project 

Wish, as well as the adventure game Jack Keane and the NeoAxis-engine based RTS game Sacraboar.   

The author identified some common visual flaws in many of the titles however, which seem to be either 

indicative of weaknesses in the underlying engine or of weaknesses derived from otherwise common 

traits between in the various OGRE-based projects that the author examined ( such as the fact that most 

of them were noticeably low-budget projects).  Common flaws included: 

 The visual effects are sub-par in most OGRE based titles 

 Shadows are often limited or visibly pixelated 

 Polygon counts are typically low 

 Character animation is typically sub-par 

 Many of the games have a rather sterile lighting model 

In all fairness and with all due respect to the many wonderful projects that have leveraged the engine, 

without the addition of the aforementioned three visually appealing games, the OGRE engine would 

have had a very poor portfolio to use it in a high-end MMO.  Taking these three games into consideration 

however, the current state of affairs does suggest that the engine has matured sufficiently to assume 

that a strong and experienced team can use it as a foundation.   
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4. Developer interviews 
To determine the practical aspects of basing a real-world project on OGRE the author sought the 

opinions of a number of the development teams behind the games mentioned above.  The questions 

were general in nature and were posed with slight variations between teams.  The core phrasing of the 

questions and the answers that were received are to be found in this section.  The following table shows 

which companies were contacted and which individuals responded on their behalf: 

Company Title Individual 
The Easy Company Motorm4x  No response 

Evil Masterminds 
Inc. 

Origins of Humanity  Van Stokes, Jr. (Senior Programmer, Senior Partner at Evil MasterMinds Inc.) 

N/A Project Wish Eric Briggs (Project Manager, Lead Artist, Lead Designer) 

Makivision Sacraboar Oliver Silski (Game Designer, Founder of Makivision) 

Runic Games Torchlight Travis Baldree (Project Manager, President of Runic Games) 

Windwardmark 
Interactive 

Alliance: The Silent 
War 

No response 

EXOR Studios Zombie Driver No response 

4.1. Choosing OGRE 
The developers were first asked what were the primary reasons for their choice to leverage the OGRE 

rendering engine?  While responses varied, some of the primary reasons included support, community, 

robustness and affordability.  The following table contains the actual responses: 

Company Title  Response 
Evil Masterminds 
Inc. 

Origins of Humanity  Strong Support. We started with a difference graphics rendering engine but the 
support, documentations and features were very poor at the time. Ogre is a very 
robust system with a huge following. Since we were learning from scratch the 
Ogre community were extremely helpful. 

N/A Project Wish The primary choice of Ogre had to do with the other existing technologies at the 
time.  We compared all other open-source engines and found Ogre to best fit our 
requirements.  One of the major factors was the PSLM addon.  One of our core 
requirements was a seamless world, and nothing we saw in other open-source 
technologies could do paging of heightmaps or otherwise.  Another contributing 
factor was the LGPL license model.  We wanted to keep our options open should 
the project become successful one day.  That being said, Ogre needs a lot to get to 
the needs of an MMO.  We also were using ICE for networking, among many other 
open-source technologies. 

Makivision Sacraboar When we started with our development studio we had very clear ideas how our 
software should be made. We have been working in the games industry for nearly 
ten years now and we have seen a lot of ways projects can go wrong. Our goal 
was to not make the mistakes we have seen so many times.  When we started 
looking for an engine we found that NeoAxis did things exactly the way we 
wanted to do.  Choosing NeoAxis was a deceision for the framework, not for 
OGRE. We like OGRE very much that wasn't the point that convinced us to use 
NeoAxis. 

Runic Games Torchlight The fact that it was Open Source, extremely affordable for a commercial license, 
and well established with excellent compatibility and fixed-function support 
sealed the deal for us. 
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4.2. Comparing OGRE to commercial alternatives 
To further explore the opinion of the developers of OGRE in comparison to commercial engines, the 

developers were asked did you consider a commercial engine, and if so, why did you prefer OGRE?  The 

indie-teams typically did not consider commercial alternatives due to affordability, while the high-end 

team that responded also mentioned lack of fixed-function support in the commercial alternatives.  The 

following table contains the actual responses: 

Company Title  Response 
Evil Masterminds 
Inc. 

Origins of Humanity  We never considered a commercial solution because we never had funding. 

N/A Project Wish No we did not.  We were a hobbyist project that had zero budget.  Many of us 
researched commercial engines, so we could see what we were aiming for.  It 
became clear early on in the project that the major goal I had as Manager was to 
provide an excellent development experience to those on the team.  This meant 
that my goal was more to help them better themselves as developers than to 
finish a game.  This led to us passing up many opportunities to take an easier path.  
We wanted to do it from scratch, or at least close to it, so we could learn more. 

Makivision Sacraboar Of course we thought about that at the beginning. But when you start a 
development studio with no money there is nothing to decide if the commercial 
engines are expensive. We looked at them and it was obvious that we didn't have 
any chance of using them.  Once we found NeoAxis we never doubted that 
decision. The engine is really great and we haven't seen anything that fits our 
needs better. 

Runic Games Torchlight We did evaluate several commercial engines - in most cases they had orphaned 
fixed-function support, and were expensive. Many of the tools and capabilities 
that we would have been paying for we wouldn't have used. 

4.3. Mastering OGRE 
To determine the actual learnability of OGRE from a veteran’s perspective, the developers were asked 

how long did it take your team to master OGRE, and what impact did it have on costs?  The general 

consensus was that experienced developers would master the engine relatively quickly, i.e. in a matter of 

weeks or months.  The following table contains the actual responses: 

Company Title  Response 
Evil Masterminds 
Inc. 

Origins of Humanity  I would not consider us masters. We learn something new all the time. However, I 
would say it took as at least a year to understand the basics. However, you have 
to consider that we had no formal training in rendering engines or graphics 
modeling. We had to learn all of this from scratch. If you were to assign a value to 
it - it was high. We do not have any monetary figures. However, I suspect that 
anyone with a formal education in graphics development would master Ogre is 
just a few months. 

N/A Project Wish For experienced programmers, they could come to grips with Ogre within weeks.  
Ogre’s documentation is very good and the design of it is excellent. 

Makivision Sacraboar As I said above, NeoAxis was made exactly the way we would have done an engine 
by ourselves. So it was easy to work with from the first second. 
The impact on the costs is hard to calculate.  On arts there is no impact in any 
way. Using a different engine (including a commercial one) wouldn't have made 
things better. Some engines have bad art pipelines but we wouldn't use any of 
those.  On the programming side it saves a lot of money if you use an existing 
engine instead of writing one of your own. We never calculated how much writing 
our own engine would cost - we were sure that it's a lot more than the 500$ we 
spent for the commercial license of NeoAxis. 

Runic Games Torchlight We were up and running quite quickly - the code is thoughtfully written and 
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pretty well documented. Most of our ramp-up time was related to developing our 
own art pipeline tools to use. 

4.4. Establishing a content pipeline 
To determine whether OGRE is truly suitable in practice for use with commercial digital content-creation 

tools the developers were asked what DCC tools did you use and what was your experience with 

establishing a pipeline into OGRE?  Autodesk 3D Studio Max was among the favored tools, but a number 

of other commercial and freely available tools were also mentioned.  Custom coding was however 

required to keep the pipelines flowing properly.  The following table contains the actual responses: 

Company Title  Response 
Evil Masterminds 
Inc. 

Origins of Humanity  We have used several tools but we settled on using Autodesk's 3ds Max. 

N/A Project Wish We utilized Blender, Maya, 3D Studio Max, XSI Modtool, Hexagon, ZBrush, 
Photoshop, Gimp, Mudbox, to name a few.  Essentially, because we were 
hobbyists, we had to accept whatever programs people may already have when 
joining our project.  This led to me becoming very good at the Ogre pipeline in 
any of these tools, since I was the Lead Artist (among other positions I held 
concurrently).  Being good at the Ogre pipeline really means writing (and 
understanding) material files manually.  To my knowledge, this is still a rough 
point for some teams who do not have a set standard.  Using 3D Studio Max, for 
example, with a nice tool like oFusion is a good idea, but is out of reach for most 
hobbyist teams due to cost.  I did a lot of research on tools and pipeline over the 
years and compiled a nice list of keys here:  
http://wiki.projectwish.com/index.php?title=CD:Content_Pipeline 
Unfortunately, I never finished documenting our Ogre pipeline because it was 
always changing due to artists joining and leaving and using different tools. 

Makivision Sacraboar We used various tools. There are easy standard ways of getting your art into 
OGRE. Nothing special there. You look at the exporters and use them. What is 
really a nice thing about OGRE is the community. If there are any problems with 
any tool you have that huge community to help you. 
We never needed any special help because everything just worked (minor flaws 
here and there but nothing serious). 

Runic Games Torchlight There weren't very many available Ogre tools that fit our immediate needs as 
far as art production, so we ended up rolling our own. We went into 
development with that understanding, however, so it wasn't a poor experience. 

4.5. OGRE’s Performance 
To determine if any of the developers were of the opinion that the underlying quality of OGRE was sub-

par, they were asked did OGRE meet your performance, stability and scalability expectations?  All of the 

developers were in fact quite pleased with OGRE’s capabilities and performance.  The following table 

contains the actual responses: 

Company Title  Response 
Evil Masterminds 
Inc. 

Origins of Humanity  Yes. Very easily. 

N/A Project Wish Yes, Ogre performs wonderfully if you know what you are doing.  It is very 
robust for a free 3d engine. 

Makivision Sacraboar Yes!  We know that there are still a lot of things that can be optimized and that 
there are some commercial engines offering more graphic features. 
But as a small independent developer we can't focus on competing with multi-
million dollar productions in terms of content. NeoAxis and OGRE are very 
stable and the performance is ok if you use them correctly.  Sacraboar runs fine 
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on the 32 and 64 bit versions of all three Windows versions (XP , Vista and Win 
7). 

Runic Games Torchlight We were overall very pleased with performance, quality, and stability - 
hardware compatibility was excellent, and we were able to have an extremely 
low minimum spec with a fairly complex game. 

4.6. OGRE and 3rd party middleware 
As high-end games typically require the use of 3rd party middleware the developers were asked did you 

use any 3rd party middleware and if so what was your experience with integrating it with OGRE?  A 

variety of middleware packages were mentioned, but no integration problems had been encountered 

that were considered noteworthy.  The following table contains the actual responses: 

Company Title  Response 
Evil Masterminds 
Inc. 

Origins of Humanity  Not directly related to rendering. We do utilize the following: 
* RakNet - networking 
* Newton Dynamics - for physics engine 
* FMOD - audio 
* CEGUI - User GUI 
* boost - for cross-platform thread management 
* MySQL - database (server side) 

N/A Project Wish Most of the middleware addons we used were those that are commonly found in 
Ogre projects, so they were very easy to integrate.  We never got far enough 
along in development to consider commercial middleware. 

Makivision Sacraboar The only thing we added to the tools that are already used by NeoAxis was the 
Lidgren Network library. It was pretty easy to integrate because of the modular 
structure of NeoAxis and our extensions. 

Runic Games Torchlight We used FMOD for sound, and a heavily modified version of Particle Universe - 
both were very easy to integrate. 

4.7. The downside of OGRE  
To attempt to get a glimpse into any negative experiences that the developers may have had with OGRE, 

they were asked were there any technical limitations in OGRE that caused you grief?  The complexity of 

the material system from an artist’s perspective was mentioned, but otherwise only minor issues stood 

out.  The following table contains the actual responses: 

Company Title  Response 
Evil Masterminds 
Inc. 

Origins of Humanity  No. 

N/A Project Wish The material system, while powerful, is not easy for a typical artist to grab.  You 
either need tools to help the artists, a programmer to help (and maybe wrap the 
material system into something simpler for artists), or a technical artist who can 
bridge the gap that the non-technical artists. 

Makivision Sacraboar Not really. You always can think of things that you would like to add.  But we knew 
that we could do our game with that engine when we started. 

Runic Games Torchlight We spent some time fighting with the requirement that each entity is required to 
have a unique name, but eventually found a workaround that was acceptable.  By 
and large, however, development was very pleasant. 

4.8. The upside of OGRE  
To give the developers a last chance to subjectively judge OGRE as a whole they were asked knowing 

what you know now, would you still choose OGRE if you were going to do it all over again?  All of the 
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developers were in fact pleased with OGRE, but Project Wish’s project manager was of the opinion that a 

commercial MMO engine would be more suitable for a commercial MMO project.  The following table 

contains the actual responses: 

Company Title  Response 
Evil Masterminds 
Inc. 

Origins of Humanity  Yes. We also highly recommend it. 

N/A Project Wish Absolutely yes.  Ogre wins hands down in the open-source 3d engine arena.  That 
being said, we were never a commercially-minded group, so our goals and 
motivations were different.  Ogre itself is a long ways away from being ready for 
an MMO.  Ogre as the core of the 3d client piece is a solid choice, although many 
simpler alternatives do exist.  If I was a commercial entity I would probably only 
consider Ogre if I had a small budget and a lot of time.  If I had a significant 
budget, an MMO-targeted engine would be a better choice.  Of those engines you 
listed, I liked the look of Hero Engine the most.  Their tools look very MMO-
centric, which will take you a long way in the process and save a lot of time. 

Makivision Sacraboar Definitely yes!  NeoAxis turned out to be even better than we thought. There are 
still some features we would like to have but the structure of the engine couldn't 
be better.  We are an independent developer with very low budgets. And from 
this point of view OGRE is a great deal. There may be engines that do better in 
terms of performance or offer more features but we wouldn't be able to use them 
anyways. I don't know if we would use OGRE if we had 50 graphic artists instead 
of 1,5 we had for Sacraboar. As it is right now, OGRE and NeoAxis are wonderful 
tools that give us the possibility to create games with a very small team and with 
extremely low budgets. 

Runic Games Torchlight Absolutely - it was the right decision for us. 

 

4.9. Team-specific questions 
The author additionally asked the four development teams that exhibited quality far above and beyond 

the norm for OGRE some additional questions, although responses were only received from Runic 

Games.  A very interesting point in light of the fact that Torchlight’s visual effects were far beyond those 

exhibited by other games was that Runic Games spent a significant amount of time on improving the 

particle editor that is typically used with OGRE: Particle Universe.  The following table contains the actual 

responses: 

Company Title Question and Response 
Runic Games Torchlight Question: It seems to me that you only using dynamic lighting and shadows on animated 

objects such as characters, monsters and pets, and that you don’t even pre-bake shadows into 
your textures in spite of (seemingly) having a fixed light source, still you get away with it and 
have a very beautiful game.  Could you explain how and why you do things this way? 
Answer: We use a primary directional light as the only actual light source in our game - we use 
a cube-map to 'fake' rimlights for a little richer look on characters and entities.  We use a 
dynamic lightmap for all environmental lighting, ( entities and particles can be rendered to the 
lightmap for a very dynamic and colorful look that works well with our isometric perspective ), 
which can both lighten and darken the scene using modulate2x operations, and which is 
combined with a shadowmap.  This system works fine on GeForce2 level hardware, so it is 
extremely compatible, and allows us to have very interesting ( and cheap ) dynamic lightsources 
with no practical limit. 

Runic Games Torchlight Question: If I understand correctly, you used a modified version of Particle Universe for your 
particle effects (which are brilliant, by the way).  Did you have to invest heavily in making the 
tool suitable for your needs? 
Answer: We spent a lot of time working on our game and editing tools, and particles were 
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certainly part of that. There is still more that we'd like to do, but it took a good deal of effort to 
get a nice particle editing suite fully functional. 

Runic Games Torchlight Question: What was the impact on your art creation costs of choosing the fixed-viewpoint 
method?  Did you get away with skipping creation of the “back-sides” of content in all cases? 
Answer: We didn't actually skip many back-sides ( partially because most entities can be 
rotated as part of the layout process ), however it does limit the height to which you need to 
build structures, and also allows you to optimize your geometry partitioning a little better for 
the view. 

Runic Games Torchlight Question: It seems to me that only the Alliance: The Silent Wars team has ever achieved a 
visual experience close to what you have done with OGRE, yet supposedly they were heavily 
shader-based (and were cancelled) while you avoided shaders entirely.  Was this a unique feat 
of high-OGRE-wizardry you pulled off, or would you expect that any veteran team could 
leverage OGRE to get such results? 
Answer: There's honestly nothing particularly technically challenging about the approach we 
took, and it would be viable for any fixed-function engine. It was more a matter of establishing 
a rigid set of parameters for our artwork technically, and working on a single, most-compatible, 
'best look' approach, rather than multiple shaders for multiple shader models all attempting to 
approximate one another.  Our artists and engineers work VERY closely together, which I think 
allowed us to achieve some neat effects that would have been more difficult to pull off in a 
rigidly structured company. 

Runic Games Torchlight Question: According to various sources you intend to launch an MMO based on the Torchlight 
world in 2010 or so.  Are you planning on continuing to use OGRE in your MMO, and if so, are 
there any specific technical limitations in OGRE which you feel that need to be overcome to do 
so? 
Answer: Yes, our intent is to continue using Ogre - that was our goal at the outset.  We're 
looking forward to it very much! 

 

4.10. Summary of developer interviews 
The general experience of developers with OGRE is extremely positive.  Affordability, learnability and 

strong community support were among the more important reasons for choosing OGRE, while the 

content pipeline was an area that obviously required more focus.  Tool development and a rather 

interesting lighting model that certainly didn’t come straight out of the box with OGRE were mentioned 

as a significant factor behind Torchlight’s exceptional visual fidelity. 
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5. Cost-benefit analysis 
To determining the viability of OGRE as an MMO middleware component from a business perspective, 

the author has performed an informal cost-benefit analysis (CBA).  This chapter presents the author’s 

highly subjective CBA.  It has been organized into subchapters addressing specific costs along the 

excellent lines laid by John O‘Neill of Vicious Engine in his article „My Turn: The Real Cost of Middleware“ 

(O'Neill, 2008). 

O‘Neill noted in this article that the decision to use middleware in a company starts with a technical and 

business evaluation of a company‘s strengths and weaknesses.  This statement can be turned around to 

form the question: What strengths and weaknesses would lead a company to choose OGRE as an MMO 

middleware component?  While there may be numerous answers to this question, the most obvious 

weakness that would lead to utilizing rendering middleware would be insufficient time, money and in-

house expertise to create and maintain a proprietary rendering engine with a comparable feature-set.  

The most obvious strength would be strong prior industry experience with the engine.  Only a handful of 

teams could however justifiably claim having such strong prior experience given the typical state of the 

art evidenced in OGRE based games in chapter 3. 

Given the unfathomably high demands for return-on-investment that come with all forms of capital 

willing to take on such a long and risky adventure as MMO development, it should be painfully obvious 

that time and money are never available in sufficient quantities.  In-house expertise is on the other hand 

typically achievable given time and money.  The cost-benefit analysis will thus be performed with 

emphasis on time and money constraints, as well as logical derivatives thereof, when compared to using 

high-end commercial engines or proprietary in-house engines. 

5. 1. Immediate costs 
The following subsections describe the key immediate costs associated with choosing OGRE.  These are 

the costs that are quite obvious and upfront, starting with the initial qualification costs, followed by 

licensing, training and production costs, but also include the opportunity costs that are incurred by 

choosing OGRE instead of some other alternative such as a commercial engine or writing the whole thing 

from scratch. 

5. 1. 1. Qualification costs 

While OGRE hasn‘t been used in a successful high-end MMO, neither has the competition in this 

particular segment of the game industry.  Middleware has historically seen little use in MMOs, thus even 

high-end commercial alternatives such as the Unreal Engine have just barely proven their worth in the 

sector.  The potential MMO developer must thus equally investigate commercial engines prior to 

committing to their use.  This paper can be viewed as a qualification task, where the total qualification 

costs involved in forming this paper was between one and two man-months worth of work.  This cost 

would have to be paid upfront in any case. 

Summary: The qualification costs involved in evaluating OGRE are likely to be significant, but are 

probably of a similar order of magnitude as evaluating other alternatives. 
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5. 1. 2. Licensing costs 

Version 1.6 of OGRE ships with a totally unrestricted license for £800 or for free under the LGPL.  As the 

engine has a highly evolved plugin architecture, the LGPL version is actually unlikely to pose any 

problems for the prospective MMO game developer.  The MMO industry is however highly competitive 

and proprietary by nature, thus even the slightest risk of being forced to disclose code to the general 

public can easily be perceived as a significant business risk.  Luckily, £800 amounts roughly to the 

subscriptions paid by 6 users for the first year thus the unrestricted license can be considered free for all 

intents and purposes.  The pending 1.7 version of OGRE will however ship under the MIT license, which is 

a well known free license that basically boils down to having no strings attached, whatsoever.  This must 

be compared to the royalty-free licensing cost of a high-end commercial engine such as the Unreal 

engine, which supposedly is in the range of $750.000 (Avanti, 2006) for a single platform, plus $100.000 

for each additional platform supported.  Prices for Crytek‘s CryENGINE are not available to the general 

public, thus the author assumes that they will be in the same ballpark.  For completeness’ sake, it should 

be mentioned that proprietary in-house solutions of course come with no licensing costs. 

Summary:  OGRE has a clear and decisive lead against commercial alternatives in this aspect of the 

cost-benefit analysis, being it is roughly identical in cost to a proprietary in-house solution. 

5. 1. 3. Training costs 

When it comes to training staff to use a rendering engine, OGRE comes complete with a wiki, support 

group, online tutorial, as well as at least one quite acceptable book teaching it‘s usage:  Pro OGRE 3D 

Programming.  The author (of this paper, not Pro OGRE 3D Programming) spent roughly a man-week 

familiarizing himself with the available training materials and going through the various tutorials. It is the 

subjective assessment of the author that this would have sufficed to be considered a productive, albeit 

junior, member of a game client programming team. 

While this in and of itself is no major achievement, it must be noted that given a proprietary in-house 

engine the same could have been expected to take a couple of months of reverse engineering code and 

(typically outdated and inaccurate) design documents.   Odds are that some other members of the team 

would have suffered significant productivity loss during this time to act as tutors.  An MMO project 

typically either fails early on or has a lifespan of perhaps a decade however, thus the dev team can thus 

be expected to change considerably during the lifespan of the game incurring training costs multiple 

times.  The risks incurred by having partially trained team members on board making mistakes are 

however very high, as MMOs are often notorious for their lack of stability and quality, causing much grief 

to players and loss of business for the operator. 

Additionally, an MMO is likely to have to operate on multiple platforms over its lifespan, such as various 

versions of Microsoft Windows and DirectX.  The Mac is no longer a niche-platform that may be entirely 

ignored, and the console market is ever-present and alluring.  As OGRE is a multi-platform solution, most 

of the training costs can be spent on mastering OGRE, with strategic training in platform-specific topics 

such as shader languages.  The same holds true for most commercial alternatives.  In the case of a 

proprietary in-house engine however numerous members of a development team would have to master 
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several versions of at least two primary graphics APIs (OpenGL and DirectX) to achieve equivalent 

platform availability. 

It seems quite safe to assume that a high-end commercial component will ship with at least equally good 

training materials, as for example seems to be the case for the Unreal Engine which lists books, on-site 

training, video training, and community support options on its web site (Epic Games). 

Summary:  OGRE seems to have a clear advantage over a proprietary in-house solution when it comes 

to training costs, while being at a slight disadvantage when compared to commercial solutions. 

5. 1. 4. Production costs 

While the production costs incurred by using OGRE cannot easily be assessed, we can estimate what sort 

of additional production costs will be incurred or saved by using OGRE in comparison with using a high-

end commercial solution or a proprietary in-house solution.  

Clearly, an in-house solution would require proprietary additions to the content pipeline for mesh, 

animation and visual effects.  OGRE will save some time and money in this area as plugins already exist 

that can export content from many commercial DCC tools to OGRE, including both Max and Maya.  As 

these DCC tools are pretty much the industry standard, it would be natural to expect that a viable 

content-pipeline can be established to OGRE from most DCC tools simply by using the Max or Maya 

format as an intermediate step.   Commercial DCC tools typically have interoperability with all high-end 

commercial game engines available straight out of the box. 

Furthermore, there may be a need to incorporate other 3rd party middleware components, some of 

which already have usable bindings in OGRE.  A classical example of such a binding is the SpeedTree 

library, which provides a highly professional solution to in-game foliage.  In practice however, a cursory 

glance over the list of available OGRE plugins does however indicate that only a small number of 

commercial middleware components have been exposed through OGRE1, compared to e.g. this long list 

of components supported by the Unreal Engine (Wikipedia Community, 2009). 

Summary:  All in all, OGRE seems to have a small advantage over in-house development when it comes 

to production costs but a significant disadvantage towards a commercial solution. 

5. 1. 5. Opportunity costs 

The opportunity costs involved in building a proprietary in-house solution as opposed to using a 

middleware component such as OGRE or a commercial engine are presumably roughly equal to the 

expert development time of all parts of the engine that are of equivalent quality or better than the in-

house solution would be. 

                                                           
1 There are a small number of available non-commercial alternatives to some of the commercial 

middleware components, such as the Caelum atmospherics package as an alternative to the Simul 

Weather SDK.  Most OGRE plugins are however released under the LGPL and typically demonstrate sub-

par quality when comparing with commercial solutions. 
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While it is impossible to make a realistic and unbiased estimation of the actual development time put 

into OGRE, a cursory glance at the „Brief History of OGRE“ from the OGRE Wiki suggests that major 

contributors have placed at least 10 years of part-time work and up to 24 man-years of professional 

work has been spent on the engine, its demos, testing, documentation, project management and so 

forth.  If we estimate that the part-time work was done at a reasonable speed of perhaps 10 hours per 

week, then this estimate would indicate that up to 27 man-years of work have been put into OGRE. 

Furthermore, while the OGRE project is too huge to justify performing a full evaluation of the code base 

as part of this cost-benefit analysis, the author performed a cursory code-review and failed to identify 

any code exhibiting sub-professional quality within the core engine, although the code of optional 

plugins often left somewhat to be desired.  The general impression the author took from the code review 

was in fact that the engine code demonstrated quality above and beyond that typically seen in the 

commercial software industry.  Given the engine‘s object-oriented architecture, narrow focus, fully 

open-source nature, venerable age, the professional project leadership provided by Torus Knot Software, 

in addition to freedom from the extreme time constraints that are invariably placed on commercial 

software development, this is perhaps not at all surprising. 

As the full source code is available, the author also decided to estimate the underlying effort behind the 

code base using the most venerable and fallible metric of the software industry:  the physical line count.  

While highly questionable, it is a relatively cheap tool for assessing the order of magnitude of a project‘s 

scope.  Using a typical rule-of-thumb assumption that each coder averages roughly 10 lines of code per 

day2 on large projects, the author estimated the number of „Mythical Man Months“ that have been put 

into the project and a few of its core components. The following table (Table 5.1.4: Estimated effort 

behind the OGRE code base) shows the results: 

Table 5.1.4: Estimated effort behind the OGRE code base 

Component Physical Line Count Mythical Man Months 

OGRE Engine 180k 50 

DirectX Renderer 13k 4 

OpenGL Renderer 70k 20 

Oct-tree Scene Graph 8k 2 

Demos and minor plugins 85k 23 

Total 356k 97 

 

By using this metric the author assessed the total effort put into OGRE in the vicinity of 8 man-years.  It is 

worth noting that this does not include any of the massive amounts of work that has been placed into 

the OGRE Wiki and other less tangible sources. 

                                                           
2
 “Urban legend” has said that this rule-of-thumb originates from the book “The Mythical Man Month” by Fredrick 

Brooks, Jr.  The author of this paper does not deem the credibility of this rule worthy of a formal citation, as that 
would imply that the rule has more credibility than is justifiable.  
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The author decided to use the average of these two highly fallible metrics, drawing the conclusion that it 

would take a dedicated team on the order of magnitude of 17 mythical-man-years to successfully 

produce a graphics engine with equivalent value with a competent team.  Given a per-developer cost of 

roughly $60.000 per year, the order of magnitude of the opportunity cost involved may be in the vicinity 

of $1.000.000.  It is however unrealistic to expect to complete such a large project in anything less than 

2-3 years, and only then at a much higher cost due to the inefficiencies that arise when hurrying a large 

software project. 

It is much harder to gauge the opportunity costs involved when using OGRE instead of a commercial 

alternative.  Basically they would boil down to the costs required to evolve OGRE into a competitive 

commercial alternative to the market leaders, but only in the fields that are needed for a given MMO 

project that commercial engines already have proper solutions for.  Many features and tools found in 

commercial game engines are however highly unsuitable for MMOs, thus they would have to be 

replaced in any case to meet the needs of an MMO developer, thus the opportunity costs involved in 

using OGRE instead of a commercial alternative are undoubtedly much less than one would expect at 

first glance. 

Summary: OGRE thus has a colossal advantage over in-house development from the perspective of 

opportunity costs, while undoubtedly having a notable disadvantage against suitable commercial 

alternatives, if available. 

5. 2. Benefits 
The following subsections describe some of the key benefits of choosing OGRE.  Most of these factors 

are even more subjective and speculative than can be found in the section on immediate costs.  They are 

categorized into time, cost, focus, support and knowledge benefits, with each category being discussed 

in a subchapter. 

5. 2. 1. Time benefits 

OGRE is clearly not a full-fledged game engine, thus the game company using OGRE does not start its 

journey at full pace.  World editors must be devised, the content pipeline must be established and third 

party middleware components may have to be integrated into the engine or alternatives may have to be 

devised.   

That having been said, there are a number of time benefits that are available quickly to the well-

disciplined team, e.g.: 

 The artists can immediately start utilizing existing OGRE importers to integrate the content 

pipeline to the rendering engine, including both meshes and animations.  The artists can use 

tools such as oFusion to immediately see how their content would be rendered in game. 

 Sample programs should get the dev team rendering static models, animated characters, 

terrain, water, shadows and atmospheric effects rather quickly 

 Visual effects can be authored immediately 

 Importers exist to allow whole scenes to be authored in commercial DCC tools and witnessed in 

OGRE, or the artists and level editing team can use Ogitor as a base. 
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 In game UI can be created immediately through CEGUI 

While these benefits will not amount to having a triple-A quality MMO in a matter of months, a strong 

team should have an up-and-running single-player virtual environment providing prototypical value 

within a matter of weeks.  It is the author‘s (entirely speculative) opinion that without OGRE or a suitable 

alternative it would be prudent to expect achieving a similar prototype in no less than 12 months.  High-

end commercial alternatives on the other hand typically come fully loaded with triple-A quality 

components and commercial tool support all the way through, requiring little customization for 

prototyping.  Having overcome the initial development curve, it is however likely that the development 

times will subsequently be relatively similar although development costs will differ widely. 

Summary: OGRE provides a monumental advantage over in-house development when it comes to 

early prototyping, but is at a significant disadvantage to commercial alternatives. 

5. 2. 2. Cost benefits 

While the sections on opportunity costs and time benefits clearly suggests that using OGRE would 

provide a running start over in-house development, it must be noted that the visual fidelity 

demonstrated by OGRE is by no means competitive to that demonstrated by high-end commercial 

alternatives.  It is thus highly unlikely that a high-end game could use OGRE out-of-the box without 

dedicating significant investment into evolving the OGRE engine further.  This holds especially true for 

graphics-intensive genres such as first-person-shooters.  For MMOs on the other hand, graphical 

requirements are typically relaxed somewhat when compared to FPS games.   In either case, it is 

however plausible that the game company must plan on placing significant investment into OGRE 

although this development can be run somewhat in parallel to other development tasks thus it should 

not do much to affect the timeline of development. 

Summary: OGRE is thus not likely to directly reduce the total development costs of an MMO 

significantly beyond what is gained by reducing other costs, such as opportunity, licensing and training 

costs as well as the savings that may be achieved from leveraging the time benefits. 

5. 2. 3. Focus benefits 

In light of developing an MMO with an in-house engine it must be noted that the end-user is buying a 

game, not a piece of technology.  Rendering technology is a commodity that the MMO developer can 

acquire via a number of different sources, be they free-and-open-source or commercial.  As MMOs are 

rarely known for their graphical excellence, using middleware to answer this part of the equation seems 

to be a rather simple choice.  There are however very few options that promise to solve the core 

problem of MMOs: real-time massively-multiplayer client-server systems.   The core focus of an MMO 

technology team should thus lie in the MMO engine, not the rendering engine.  By choosing either OGRE 

or a commercial game engine for rendering, the company can maintain its technological focus.  The 

impact of choosing OGRE over a commercial engine should however be minimal, as OGRE will require 

more graphics work while the commercial engine will require more work to bend it to fit the needs of 

MMOs.     
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Summary: OGRE can obviously aid in maintaining the focus of an MMO company when compared to 

proprietary in-house development, although quantifying the actual value of this focusing effect can 

only be done on a case by case basis. 

5. 2. 4. Support benefits 

Sooner or later the development team will need external support to work around issues in their engine.  

OGRE clearly comes with an active community and development team.  Support is freely given on the 

OGRE forums, and professional support can be acquired through Torus Knot Software, the corporate 

backer of OGRE that is run by OGRE‘s creator, Steve Streeting.  Due to the availability of professional 

support, it is likely that the support would roughly match that provided by high-end commercial 

alternatives if needed.  When comparing this to the case of in-house development, obviously there 

would be no support to be had outside of the company except for the lower-level support available with 

some components such as DirectX. 

Summary: OGRE has a clear advantage over in-house development when the need arises for additional 

support, while being on par with commercial support.  

5. 2. 5. Knowledge benefits 

In contrast to the total lack of external knowledge resources for proprietary in-house engines beyond the 

DirectX and OpenGL levels, a wide range of sources of knowledge exist on OGRE.  In addition to the 

tutorials and the Pro OGRE 3D book, the OGRE Wiki and OGRE Forums provides access to an over-

abundance of knowledge.  It is also worth noting that OGRE expertise is available on the job market, 

although undoubtedly uncommon in most areas.  There is however an active discussion-thread on 

recruitment on the OGRE forums that freely mediates the supply and demand of workers with OGRE 

skills.   Knowledge is also available through the academia in some locations through undergraduate level 

courses.  For example: Jason Gregory, author of the excellent book Game Engine Architecture (Gregory, 

2009), teaches the use of OGRE at University of South California.  Finally, Torus Knot Software also 

provides expert-level contract work for OGRE, ensuring professional availability of knowledge.  The 

knowledge availability for OGRE is however obviouslydwarfed by that of high-end commercial engines 

which have been used by countless game industry veterans. 

Summary: OGRE comes with a long-standing online repository of knowledge as well as an experienced 

community which the MMO developer can tap into, augmenting the preexisting knowledge bases for 

OpenGL and DirectX.  Commercial alternatives are however far better off. 

5. 3. Real-world costs 
In addition to the obvious costs and benefits, the real world has a few added twists to offer.  The 

following sections address the cost-benefit impact of some of the more common twists, including 

external-process integration, middleware bugs, issues with source code access, quality concerns, and the 

implications of business dynamics.  These are the topics of the following subchapters. 

5. 3. 1. External-process integration 

The greatest issue with external-process integration is likely to be that of the content pipeline.  OGRE 

uses its own 3D content formats, for example for mesh and animation data, as is typical of a rendering 
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engine.  While the core OGRE team does maintain content importers for Autodesk MAX, the Maya 

support is entirely unofficial (Junker, 2006, p. 250).  There are thus obvious risks where the content 

pipeline may include external tools that could impose business risks down the line, although these 

should typically be quite solvable through in-house development.  An in-house rendering engine would 

however suffer from the exact same problems unless non-optimized standardized formats from digital 

content creation tools were used directly by the engine.  The content pipeline would however be entirely 

in-house in this case, coming at a higher cost in spite of lower risk.  In the case of high-end commercial 

engines on the other hand, it is highly likely that most of the integration tools involved are professionally 

available, or the content pipeline may even be almost fully integrated as in the case of CryENGINE 3 

(Crytek).  

Summary: OGRE is thus at worst likely to be slightly advantageous over in-house tools when it comes 

to external process integration, but should be at a disadvantage when compared to commercial 

engines. 

5. 3. 2. Bugs or features? 

Bugs in middleware can easily cause the downfall of a MMO and its developer.  There is no greater 

technical risk to an MMO than using critical components that the developer cannot debug and repair 

with a few hours notice.  Not only does OGRE come with full source code, the source code is uncannily 

legible as well, given that it is effectively free.  The MMO game company can thus plan to fix bugs or add 

critical missing features at its own leisure much in the same fashion as if the entire code base had been 

written in-house, assuming that the MMO developer is technically staffed to do so.  In the case that skills 

for the task are not available in-house the MMO game developer could easily leverage external parties to 

do the same for a reasonable price.  In the case of a high-end commercial engine on the other hand the 

plausibility of getting the engine modified or fixing a bug one-self in a timely fashion seems very low 

without source code access, especially when the MMO is no longer using the latest version of the engine, 

a situation that will certainly arise due to the long lifespans of MMOs compared to game engine versions.  

For example, Unreal Engine 2 bugfixes are made available in code-drops that are shipped at unspecified 

intervals, as opposed to direct source control access in the latest version of the engine (Epic Games). 

Summary: OGRE is thus better suited for dealing with cases of business critical bugs or lacking features 

than could typically be expected even of code that is entirely developed in-house, while probably on 

par with or better than commercial solutions. 

5. 3. 3. Source-code access 

As OGRE is an open-source middleware component obviously the full source code is provided.  Better 

yet, it compiles under Microsoft Visual C++ straight out of the box with minimal consultation of 

instructions and has all the look, feel and structure of a classical MSVC project3, the classical 

development environment for MMOs.  This is however not the case with all of the add-ons, and is 

                                                           
3
 While the author will not go so far as to validate the statistics on the matter, most game development in his 

experience is performed on Windows machines, targeting Windows machines, using Microsoft tools.  Open source 
projects commonly provide a GCC-oriented Makefile, which is an annoying and alien beast to the stereotypical 
Microsoft software developer. 
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regretfully slated to change in version 1.7 “Cthugha”.  It is thus highly likely to be equivalent to the 

environment chosen for in-house MMO engine development.  High-end commercial engines can typically 

be acquired with source licenses, but the prices and terms of such licenses are not published, thus one 

can only assume that they are in many cases significantly more expensive. 

Summary: The source-code availability of OGRE can obviously not surpass that of in-house 

development, but it does roughly equal it.  It will however always at least equal that of commercial 

solutions. 

5. 3. 4. Verification, testing and the burden of development 

Whether the developer uses OGRE or a commercial alternative, obviously until proven otherwise by a 

successful launch, there is always the risk that testing proves that the component does not suit the 

needs of the developer, from a functional or quality perspective.  Nobody can or will take this burden off 

the shoulders of the developer, who must thus in the worst case scenario replace the middleware 

component during the final stages of product development.  This holds equally true whether it is an in-

house developed rendering engine, an open-source or commercial 3rd party middleware component.   

As the graphics engine is quite literally the heart of the game client and has critical influence on the 

visualization of game content, it is highly likely that a forced migration between rendering engines at late 

development stages would lead to business failure.  On the positive side however OGRE already officially 

supports two distinct renderers under the hood (DirectX 9 and OpenGL) with a third primary renderer 

(DirectX 10) being developed for the next major Ogre version.  It is thus evident that the entire renderer 

can be swapped out from underneath an OGRE-based game at the drop of a hat.  This, coupled with the 

fact that that OGRE has been rendering 3D graphics for over a decade already makes it unlikely that 

betting on OGRE would end up in total business failure, unlike the case of using an entirely in-house 

developed rendering solution which has not yet been proven.  The team is however likely to know early 

on of the risks and be staffed to tackle them, if they so desire. 

 Assuming that it was the right choice for the task in the first place, a high-end commercial engine is also 

unlikely to be swapped out en route as such an engine would be battle-tested by countless game 

launches in the past.  Commercial engines do however come tightly-coupled with various game systems, 

many of which are obviously not suitable for MMO development, so the risks are higher than when using 

OGRE alone, and if critical risks are incurred the team will likely be ill-prepared for them.  For example, 

CryEngine 3 is shipped as an all-in-one solution where all of the subsystems are intentionally tightly 

coupled  (Crytek). 

Summary: OGRE is likely to provide major benefits in this area when compared to in-house 

development, and significant benefits when compared to a high-end commercial engine. 

5. 3.5. Business dynamics 

Mismatches in business rhythms can cause damage to the developer, for example when engine bugs 

cause player aggravation which results in loss of business or when business partners go under.  While 

OGRE does have a corporate backbone that could theoretically fail (Torus Knot Software), the code base 

is permissively licensed so that neither the code nor the community depends on Torus Knot Software to 
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survive.  OGRE‘s support and upgrade channels have already survived for a decade, and can undoubtedly 

carry on without regards to any risks imposed by failures in the business dynamics of Torus Knot 

Software.  On the other hand it is of course obvious that the work and release schedules of both Torus 

Knot Software and the OGRE community at large run at a rhythm that is entirely without connection to 

the business needs of a given game developer, MMO or otherwise, with major releases being few and far 

between .  Risks incurred by business dynamics of OGRE are thus easily circumventable by the developer 

by branching off, assuming that the next version of OGRE does indeed ship under the MIT license. 

Commercial engine developers are more likely to match the rhythm of commercial games, but this only 

partially matches the rhythm of MMO development.  For example MMOs are typically patched on a daily 

or weekly basis, where classical games are typically static after launch.  Each patch however can 

potentially risk uncovering engine flaws that can damage the MMO developer.  MMO lifespans are also 

far longer than typical commercial games, thus the MMO developer is much more likely to be affected by 

fluctuations in ownership and business strategies of middleware providers than other forms of games, 

e.g. if the engine developer were acquired by a major publisher that decided to make the engine inhouse 

such as happened in the case of RenderWare (Wikipedia, 2009).  OGRE thus clearly has an advantage on 

this front.  

Summary: OGRE‘s organizational dynamics are unlikely to incur significant risk to the MMO developer, 

but do further emphasize the importance of maintaining a technically capable team in-house.  They do 

however pose less risk than those of commercial alternatives. 

5.4. Quantified cost-benefit analysis 
The following table (Table 5.4: Cost-benefit analysis of using OGRE instead of an in-house or commercial 

engine) quantifies the cost-benefit analysis by associated a dollar amount with each category.  In many 

cases there is little to ground the dollar value on, thus a value taken entirely from the author‘s „gut-level-

feeling“ is used.  In such cases, a footnote is provided to justify the cost or savings.  Costs are estimated 

both for comparing OGRE to an in-house and to a typical high-end commercial engine. 

At face-value, the decision to use OGRE instead of creating an in-house solution seems to come with an 

upside of roughly $1.8 million.  When comparing to a high-end commercial alternative, the upside seems 

somewhat less, or roughly $0.5 million.  Neither of these numbers are particularly significant when 

viewed in the light of a high-end project, with e.g. a 50-million dollar budget. 

Table 5.4: Cost-benefit analysis of using OGRE instead of an in-house or commercial engine 

Category OGRE vs.  
In-house 

OGRE vs. 
Commercial 

Licensing Costs $0 $750.000 
Production Costs $10.0004 -$60.0005 
Training Costs $90.0006 -$30.0007 

                                                           
4
 Guesstimated at $10.000 for SpeedTree integration. 

5 Guesstimated at $10.000 per middleware package that is listed as supported on the Unreal Engine entry of Wikipedia that the author found plausible that he would 
use if designing a commercial MMO 
6 Guesstimated at $15.000 per added developer and 6 additions over the coarse of the game‘s lifetime  
7
 Guesstimated at 33% better than OGRE, with no just basis. 
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Opportunity Costs $1.000.000 -$250.0008 
Time Benefits $500.0009 -$60.00010 
Support Benefits $50.00011 -$5.00012 
Knowledge Benefits $50.00013 -$50.00014 
External-process integration $10.00015 -$50.00016 
Bugs or Features? $25.00017 $75.00018 
Verification, Testing and the Burden of Development $100.00019 $200.00020 
Business Dynamics $0 $25.00021 
Total $1.835.000 $545.000 

 

5.5. ROI-adjusted quantified cost-benefit analysis 
The aforementioned costs are however incurred over variable and often long periods of time, while the 

fickle nature of capital dictates that the relevance of costs is by no means equal during all periods of an 

MMO‘s lifespan.  Early costs must for example typically be dealt with through seed money or venture 

capital, which carry colossal demands for return-on-investment (ROI).  Costs incurred during the later 

stages of development may be financed by investment banks or even traditional banks.  Costs incurred 

shortly after launch may on the other hand be paid directly from revenue.  

The table below (Table 5.5: ROI-adjusted CBA of using OGRE instead of in-house or commercial engine) 

thus corrects for ROI, given a rather traditional 3-5 year MMO development plan.  The first two years are 

run on seed money and venture capital at a 100% ROI, the next two years are run on venture capital plus 

investment bank rates of roughly 50% ROI, while the rates after that drop to 25%, 20% and then finally 

15% per year.  Keep in mind that this plan is of course entirely fictional, based merely on the author‘s 

experience22. 

At ROI-adjusted-value, the decision to use OGRE instead of creating an in-house solution becomes far 

more viable, estimated at roughly $12 million or roughly 24% of the development budget of a high-end  

MMO, assuming a plausible 50 million dollar budget.  When compared to the high-end commercial 

alternative, the ROI-adjusted savings incurred by using OGRE may be expected to be closer to 8% of the 

budget, which must be considered quite insignificant in comparison to the massive risks that are involved 

in high-end MMO development.  

                                                           
8
 Guesstimated at 25% better than OGRE, with no just basis. 

9 Guesstimated at 12 months project delay with at least 8 employees running full blast to cover the lost ground, at roughly $60.000 per employee per year. 
10 Guesstimated at 3 months project delay with 4 employees running full blast to cover the lost ground, at roughly $60.000 per employee per year. 
11

 Guesstimated at roughly one man-years worth of value 
12 Guesstimated at roughly 10% better than OGRE 
13 Guesstimated at roughly one man-years worth of value 
14

 Guesstimated at roughly two man-years worth of value 
15

 Guesstimated at a „tad bit of lost work“ 
16 Guesstimated at roughly a man-years worth of value 
17

 Guesstimated at half a year‘s worth of business value for that one critical bug that was fixed faster than norm.  
18

 Guesstimated at one-and-a-half years worth of business value for those few critical bugs that caused business loss and could not be dealt with in a timely fashion 
19 Guesstimated at two man-years worth of work to salvage, assuming that total business failure is avoidable 
20

 Guesstimated at four man-years worth of work to salvage, assuming that total business failure is avoidable 
21 Guesstimated at one „snafu“ caused by the middleware provider failing to aid in a timely fashion and causing slowdown.  
22

 Development and investment plans are entirely case-specific, thus the author would be doing no reader a favour 
by pulling quotes and numbers out of a magic hat and implying that they would hold true in practice. 
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Table 5.5: ROI-adjusted CBA of using OGRE instead of in-house or commercial engine 

Category Incurred  
in years 

OGRE vs. In-
house 

OGRE vs. 
Commercial 

Licensing Costs 1 $0 $6.750.000 
Production Costs 1-3 $52.500 -$315.000 
Training Costs 1-7 $234.643 -$78.214 
Opportunity Costs 1-2 $6.750.000 -$1.678.500 
Time Benefits 1 $4.500.000 -$540.000 
Support Benefits 2-4 $137.500 -$13.750 
Knowledge Benefits 1-7 $130.357 -$130.357 
External-process integration 1 $90.000 -$450.000 
Bugs or Features? 2-5 $57.831 $173.438 
Verification, Testing and the Burden of Development 3-5 $158.333 $316.667 
Business Dynamics 3-7 $0 $23.750 
Total  $12 million $4 million 

 

5.6. Conclusions of the cost-benefit analysis 
The conclusion of this cost-benefit analysis must be that OGRE seems to be an excellent candidate to use 

as middleware when creating a new MMO from scratch – but while the author has come to this 

conclusion via a considerable amount of reasoning, the conclusion is nevertheless based on countless 

assumptions, predictions and estimates.  The reader is advised to keep in mind that the method of cost-

benefit analysis is prone to accuracy problems and thus the outcome should be treated with caution 

(Wikipedia, 2009).  In spite of this, it is the author‘s view that that choosing OGRE as a base rather than a 

pure-in-house will save a small fortune during product development.  The financial impact of choosing 

OGRE over a high-end commercial engine is however barely significant, thus the would-be-developer 

should look to other reasons for guidance. 
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6. A programmer’s perspective 
To evaluate the engine from a programmer’s perspective the author took the engine for a test-run so to 

speak, trying out numerous practical tasks.  As the author is not a veteran 3D graphics programmer the 

depth that the author could investigate the engine on his own was however limited. 

To gain further insight into the engine from the viewpoint of an actual veteran graphics programmer the 

author thus studied the book Game Engine Architecture by Jason Gregory (Gregory, 2009), which 

discusses OGRE in depth on numerous occasions.  In addition to being a veteran software engineer of the 

games industry, Jason Gregory uses OGRE in his class „Programming Game Engines“ at the University of 

Southern California.  The following subchapters discuss the author’s results. 

6.1. A novice’s viewpoint: OGRE, as experienced through the learning process 
After dutifully reviewing the OGRE code base and explored the basic, intermediate and advanced 

tutorials as well as a number of code samples on the OGRE wiki the author found that he was 

(expectedly) still little more than a junior graphics programmer with a few undergraduate courses on 

graphics under his belt (albeit with a few decades of general programming experience to back it up).  The 

author also studied the book Pro OGRE 3D Programming by Gregory Junker (Junker, 2006) in depth but 

found that it covered much the same information as was to be found in the online tutorials. 

The OGRE learning curve was relatively straightforward for a veteran programmer with at least an 

academic background in 3D graphics and strong foundations in C++.  After a week of reading and fiddling 

the author had created an animated avatar that was roaming across a landscape with all the classical 

basic features such as sky, foliage, fog, shadows, in-game UI and reasonable camera control.  In all 

honesty this knowledge would however not go far to create a high-end visual experience, thus the 

author suspects he will stick to his own fields of expertise within the industry; scalable servers, 

persistence and advanced networking, with a bit of communications and game logic programming on the 

side, none of which are the topic of this paper. 

While the author had originally expected to spend much more time on this part of the study he decided 

in conjunction with his instructor (Hannes Högni Vilhjálmsson) to put a greater emphasis on other parts, 

as they would provide far more actual value to the topic at hand within a reasonable time frame, as 

junior graphics programmers have no place in high-end MMO development anyway.  

6.2. An expert’s viewpoint: OGRE, as presented by Jason Gregory 
In this chapter the author discusses some of the quite numerous tidbits of OGRE-specific information 

that Jason Gregory incidentally included in his book.  It should of course be noted that Game Engine 

Architecture by Jason Gregory (Gregory, 2009) is by no means intended by its author to be an engine 

review of OGRE.  The book in fact discusses many different approaches to game engine architectures, 

some of which were taken by OGRE and many that weren’t.  Sometimes the book compliments OGRE for 

its choices, sometimes it presents much better solutions.  In any case, the following discussion should 

thus not be interpreted as representing Jason Gregory‘s views on the engine.   
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Jason Gregory commonly uses OGRE as an example in his book however, thus providing valuable insight 

into the engine from the viewpoint of a commercial games industry professional.  While Jason Gregory 

does not have experience with MMO development, it must be noted once again that MMOs have rarely 

been praised for demonstrating the pinnacle of real-time graphics.  Jason Gregory‘s insights thus come 

from an industry sub-sector that typically outperforms MMOs in OGREs domain, i.e. rendering real-time 

graphics. 

The following subchapters discuss the OGRE-specific wisdom that the author managed to glean from this 

excellent book. 

6.2.2. Architecture and General Features 

Determining Jason Gregory’s opinion on the engine as a whole was actually not that difficult, as he 

stated it clearly in his book.  To use his own words:  „OGRE is a well-architected, easy-to-learn, and easy-

to-use 3D rendering engine.  It boasts a fully featured 3D renderer including advanced lighting and 

shadows, a good skeletal character animation system, a two-dimensional overlay system for heads-up 

displays and graphical user interfaces, and a post-processing system for full-screen effects like bloom“ 

(Gregory, 2009, p. 28). 

6.2.3. Tool chain 

While OGRE is technically merely a rendering engine it does utilize its own content file formats.  Due to 

this, a pipeline must be established to import content into the engine.  While a number of such 

importers exist, the Maya exporter for example must be run manually from within Maya itself, requiring 

quite a bit of user interaction for each asset according to Jason Gregory (Gregory, 2009, pp. 280-281).  

Obviously this is an unacceptable solution, thus the potential OGRE game developer must be prepared to 

invest in establishing a properly flowing asset conditioning pipeline.  The Max support seems to be 

somewhat more complete than the Maya support however according to Jason (Junker, 2006, p. 250), 

thus the author concluded that the severity of this issue is a minor-oversight on Jason Gregory‘s part. 

6.2.3. Choice of programming language 

The choice of programming language for such an arduous task as writing a graphics engine would seem 

to be an obvious one for most programmers.  Graphics engines need to demonstrate cutting edge 

performance, thus only benchmark-winning languages should be considered.  Large software projects 

need to be able to outsource and acquire exceptional staff, thus only mainstream languages should be 

considered.  Hardware acceleration typically involves low-level interaction with memory, thus only 

unmanaged languages should typically be considered.  The list of plausible options should have grown 

rather short by now, consisting of either C or C++, yet a large number of game projects use higher level 

languages extensively.  

Jason Gregory casually notes that „Although a host of new and exciting languages are beginning to take 

hold within the game industry, industrial-strength 3D game engines are still written primarily in C or C++, 

and any serious game programmer needs to know C++“ (Gregory, 2009, p. xviii (preface)).  This is a 

healthy reminder and bodes well for OGRE which is entirely implemented in C++ (with a tad bit of 

strategic inline assembly and instrinsics), although language bindings do exist for higher-level languages 

such as C# and Python. 
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To drive the point home the author investigated the actual speed of modern computer languages, 

according to benchmarks.  The following table (Table 6.2.3: Relative speed of programming language) 

demonstrates the relative speed of languages as statistically determined by a large number of 

benchmarks on (The Computer Language Benchmark Game, 2009).  Surprisingly, for mixed data sets, the 

C++ language manages to outperform even its predecessor C.   Not so surprisingly, the next runner up is 

Java, running about 63% slower than C++.  Other programming languages suffer various degrees of insult 

and injury further down the chart, with the standard version of the popular Ruby language clinging 

tightly to the bottom rung at 12800% slower than C++.  It should be crystal clear at this point that any 

non-C/C++ based graphics engine should still be promptly discarded by serious game-industry 

professionals. 

Table 6.2.3: Relative speed of programming languages 

Language Relative speed 

C++ GNU g++ 1,00 

C GNU gcc 1,09 

Java 6 steady state 1,63 

ATS 2,05 

Java 6 -server 2,53 

Haskell GHC 2,84 

Ada 2005 GNAT 3,04 

C# Mono 3,19 

Lisaac 3,27 

Lisp SBCL 3,33 

Pascal Free Pascal 3,36 

OCaml 3,45 

Clean 3,47 

Scala 3,80 

Fortran Intel 4,26 

Lua LuaJIT 7,05 

F# Mono 8,55 

Erlang HiPE 10,32 

Scheme PLT 15,00 

Java 6 -Xint 16,92 

JavaScript V8 19,74 

Smalltalk VisualWorks 21,10 

Lua 27,51 

JavaScript TraceMonkey 41,23 

Groovy 41,60 

Python 3 45,86 

Mozart/Oz 46,79 

PHP 46,94 

Python 52,75 

Ruby 1.9 67,57 

Ruby JRuby 69,32 
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Perl 74,88 

Ruby 129,12 

 

6.2.4. Scene management 

OGRE‘s scene management system receives special praise from Jason Gregory for its design (Gregory, 

2009, p. 38).  The renderer is completely agnostic to the type of spatial subdivision or scene graph that is 

being used.  OGRE‘s plugin system is used to allow scene management metaphors to be interchanged 

transparently.  The upcoming major version 1.7 Cthugha actually promises some interesting additions to 

this design, by separating the paging concept from the scene manager, allowing all forms of scene 

managers to leverage paging (OGRE Wiki, 2009).  This is especially significant for games with large open 

areas such as typical MMOs. 

6.2.5. Low-level performance 

The following subchapters describe the various issues the author identified in OGRE related to low-level 

performance directly or indirectly through the book’s discussions. 

6.2.5.1. Multi-tasking 

While the book does not actually discuss OGRE’s threading model, it does go into detail regarding the 

numerous multi-threading models that are typically leveraged in game engines.  OGRE is however 

designed around a classical single-threaded game loop and is thus inherently limited to leveraging one 

CPU core (Ogre Wiki, 2009).  The current version of OGRE does support loading and preparation of 

objects on a worker thread (Ogre Wiki, 2009), but games that wish to leverage multiple CPU cores in an 

OGRE based game must use alternate means such as one thread per subsystem (Gregory, 2009, p. 329) 

or using an asynchronous API to interact with certain components (Gregory, 2009, p. 331).  While these 

models do allow the engine to leverage somewhat more processing power than a single core can deliver, 

it does not scale well as the number of processing units increases and places strict limits on the 

maximum visual fidelity that the rendering subsystem can provide.  The author also found an interesting 

experiment by Jeff Andrews at Intel to increase the number of threads that OGRE could leverage 

(Andrews).  A more advanced threading model is slated to be deployed in version 1.8 of OGRE, code 

named “Byatis” (Ogre Wiki, 2009). 

6.2.5.2. Standard Template Library usage 

OGRE uses STL in a number of ways, among other using the library‘s string and collection classes quite 

pervasively. 

While this is quite classical in modern C++ applications, Jason Gregory states that „My personal belief is 

that STL is all right for use on a PC, because its advanced virtual memory system renders the need for 

careful memory allocation a bit less crucial (although one must still be very careful).  On a console, with 

limited or no virtual memory facilities and exorbitant cache miss costs, you‘re probably better off writing 

custom data structures that have predictable and/or limited memory allocation patterns.  (And you 

certainly won‘t go far wrong doing the same on a PC game project either)“ (Gregory, 2009, p. 32). 
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The key point to note in the previous statement is the adverse effects of STL on game consoles.  A game 

developer must thus potentially plan for some significant overhauls when porting an OGRE dependant 

game to the console.  While MMOs are traditionally not console based, the would-be-game-developer 

should be aware of the risks and implications. 

6.2.5.3. Custom memory management & behavior 

Jason Gregory claims that virtually every game engine implements its own custom memory allocation 

system(s) (Gregory, 2009, p. 35).  In light of this, and in light of a total lack of reference to any form of 

custom memory allocation in OGRE in Jason‘s book, the author spent a considerable amount of time 

reviewing the memory management schemes used by OGRE.  The available custom allocators and their 

usage are described in the following subsections. 

6.2.5.3.1. Allocation policies 

OGRE supports categorized allocation policies, allowing the application to provide custom 

allocation/deallocation hooks by object type.  This facility can be utilized to create per-frame, stacked or 

double-ended stacked allocation schemes such as described in (Gregory, 2009, pp. 207-209). 

6.2.5.3.2. AllocatedObject 

OGRE provides a base class (AllocatedObject) that allows individual C++ classes to be associated with 

specific memory allocation polices, as described in the previous subsection (Allocation Policies).  This 

facility is sufficient to implement pooled allocation schemes such as described in (Gregory, 2009, pp. 

209-210). 

6.2.5.3.3. STLAllocation 

OGRE provides an STL-specific allocation wrapper to provide a bridge between STL and the allocation 

policy system.  This is a very interesting point, given the observation by Jason in his chapter on 3rd party 

SDKs and middleware that STL‘s memory allocation are unsuitable for use on consoles (Gregory, 2009, p. 

32).  The presence of STL-allocation wrappers in OGRE indicates that it is possible to minimize this effect 

through strategic use of allocation policies. 

6.2.5.3.4. The OGRE aligned memory allocator 

Modern CPUs typically provide single-instruction multiple-data (SIMD) instructions that can dramatically 

accelerate operations such as vector and matrix math.  SIMD instructions are however typically 

optimized for use on properly memory-aligned data.  OGRE provides a custom memory allocator 

(AlignedMemory) to aid with this memory usage pattern, akin to the Aligned Allocation strategy 

discussed in the chaper on memory management (Gregory, 2009, pp. 210-213) 

6.2.5.3.5. OGRE_NEW, OGRE_DELETE, *_SIMD, ... 

OGRE further provides a number of helper functions to allocate and free memory according to allocation 

policies, with or without invocation of constructor/destructor logic and with or without taking memory 

alignment into consideration.  The application can use these methods to either treat its own memory 

usage in the same way as OGRE‘s, or to make OGRE hook into the application‘s own memory usage, 

ensuring that the same custom memory allocation modes can be used in the entire application. 
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6.2.5.3.6. Instruction cache behavior 

Jason Gregory discusses the implications of instruction cache misses in the chapter on memory 

management (Gregory, 2009, pp. 222-223).  While he does mention a few simple rules that can be 

followed, such as strategically ordering functions within translation units.  Intuitively, the rules seem 

impossible to follow however in a classical C++ program, and a cursory code review of the OGRE engine 

shows little indication that anything has been done to minimize instruction cache misses.  Professional 

profiling tools and profile-guided global optimization techniques while compiling and linking the engine 

would thus undoubtedly be of value. 

6.2.5.3.7. Data cache behavior 

Likewise, a cursory code review suggests that object-oriented design principles have been prioritized 

over consideration for data-cache behavior.  While the author did not profile OGRE under actual game 

conditions, the complexity of data access patterns are far beyond the scope of what the author can 

analyze in a reasonable amount of time through mere code review.  It is however safe to assume from 

reading the code that OGRE is at most partially optimized for data cache behavior.  As in the case of 

instruction cache behavior, mentioned above, professional profiling tools and sophisticated compiler 

optimizations would thus undoubtedly be in order. 

6.2.5.3.8. Summary 

In contradiction of the author‘s preconception of OGRE‘s memory management that it would simply be 

appalling, OGRE does indeed have a fairly flexible management system that should meet the needs of 

most MMO developers, although the author remains skeptical about the engine’s suitability for use on 

game consoles.  OGRE‘s instruction and data cache behavior does however raise questions that should 

be answered by profiling actual game code, possibly leading to some not-so-object-oriented 

performances hacks.   

6.2.5.3. Animation 

While Jason Gregory does not have much to say about OGRE‘s animation system, other than mentioning 

a single minor issue, i.e. OGRE doesn‘t support animation time scaling out of the box, he does mention 

that OGRE uses the flat-weighted average (FWA) method for blending animations (Gregory, 2009, p. 

560).  He does however discuss the FWA method on a number of occasions in the book, among other 

mentioning the following issues: 

 Cross-fading between animations in a weighted average architecture is tricky when transitioning 

from one complex blend to another (Gregory, 2009, p. 565). 

 Numerous techniques cannot be employed, e.g. when additive blending or quaternion SLERPs 

are involved (Gregory, 2009, p. 569). 

 Character animation control becomes much more complex in the presence of animation 

blending, typically leading to difficult-to-understand source code (Gregory, 2009, p. 582). 

While FWA is undoubtedly a sufficient solution for many games, it should be quite obvious that MMOs 

require a massive amount of content.  Additional complexities in the content pipeline can thus easily 

result in a massive increase to content creation costs. 
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6.3. Summary of a programmer’s perspective 
While the author can hardly consider his own hands-on experience with the rendering engine and 

background in graphics programming truly relevant in the context of a high-end MMO, the overall 

impression of OGRE the author gleaned from the book Game Engine Architecture is quite positive.  A few 

minor glitches are mentioned that could easily be solved, as well as some not-quite-so-easy to solve 

issues related to instruction and data caching that may be painfully exaggerated on consoles.  The 

animation system included in OGRE may also be a tad bit too primitive for comfort, but presumably a 

high-end MMO team can plan to overcome this, e.g. by integrating commercial animation middleware 

into OGRE.  OGRE’s multi-threading strategy is however an architectural limitation that cannot easily be 

overcome.  This is currently slated to be fixed by the OGRE team in version 1.8 “Byatis”, which can be 

reasonably predicted to be launched around 2011-2012 based on historical release dates of previous 

versions of the engine23. 

  

                                                           
23

 Major OGRE releases seem to ship roughly every 18 months according to the history of OGRE at: 
http://www.ogre3d.org/wiki/index.php/Brief_history_of_OGRE 

http://www.ogre3d.org/wiki/index.php/Brief_history_of_OGRE
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7. Conclusions 
In the introduction the author claimed that he would attempt to prove the viability of using the open-

source OGRE rendering engine at the heart of a high-end MMO, with a budget in the tens of millions of 

dollars.  Having spent a considerable amount of time and effort on the subject, it is the author’s opinion 

that OGRE can probably be used to implement top-notch games in almost any genre, including MMOs of 

a variety of artistic styles.  While the number of high-end games that leverage OGRE has not been very 

great in the past, sufficient examples exist and were described in the Chapter 3: OGRE games reviewed 

to suggest that this is almost certainly doable. 

Developers that have experience with the engine typically seem quite pleased with its quality and 

capabilities, as evident in Chapter 4: Developer interviews.   The learnability, community and support 

channels available for OGRE are also universally praised, which is an important point when committing to 

using an engine for decades.   

While the up-front affordability of OGRE is an obvious strength for any game project, for an MMO this 

strength is grossly exaggerated when compared to pure in-house development by the lengthy 

development schedules and the impact that the high risk of the venture has on investment costs as 

evidenced in Chapter 5: Cost-Benefit Analysis.  The savings when comparing to a high-end commercial 

engine like Unreal or CryEngine are however too small to recommend one option over the other. 

The author feels that he has validated that OGRE is a viable choice for a high-end MMO during his 

journey, but not for all conceivable commercial grade MMOs.  OGRE has still primarily been proven for 

the toonish art styles typical of fantasy MMOs.  It has just barely been proven for photorealistic 

rendering and is still a long way off from properly leveraging multiple CPU cores, as seen in Chapter 6: 

Engine Review.  This is a critical flaw that cannot be overlooked when competing in high-end graphics.  

The risks involved in using the current version of OGRE in an MMO with a highly photorealistic art style 

are thus considerably higher than those involved with more forgiving art styles. 

As a final note, part of the independent study at Reykjavik University is a requirement that the student 

estimate the quality of the results of the study.  The ultimate test of the student’s estimate of quality and 

the completeness of the results would be if he were willing to bet his company’s future on using OGRE as 

the rendering engine in an upcoming MMO, instead of a high-end commercial engine, without further 

investigation? 

No, he would not.  The paper shows that the engine hasn’t been used in enough high-end games to 

justify unquestioning commitment.  The author has gone to great length to prove the viability of using 

OGRE to himself and the world, but the strongest claim he could stand by in the opening statement of 

this section was that it is almost certainly doable.  Almost certainly is however not enough to justify 

unquestioning commitment.  The author would however not discount OGRE entirely either. 

The results of the study are however sufficiently solid to discard the notion of developing a proprietary 

in-house solution for once and for all.  The paper shows countless reasons to use OGRE instead as the 

core rendering engine.  The results of this paper thus do indeed have some concrete value, so the 

student has decided to rate quality of these results as “acceptable, given the lack of available evidence”.  
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Appendix A: Email Questionairres 
This appendix contains the email messages that were sent by the author as part of the developer 

interview section.  

Motorm4x (sent: 2009/12/07) 
Hi, 

I’m doing an independent study at the Reykjavik University on the potential for using open-source 

technologies for commercial MMO game development, focusing on OGRE, and Motorm4x seems to have 

demonstrated by far the best photorealistic graphics ever shipped in an OGRE-based game. 

I was hoping that you would thus be willing to answer a few questions about your experience of using 

OGRE in a commercial game? 

The questions are rather open by nature, so they should be easy to answer and please feel free to bend 

them to the specifics of Motorm4x. These are the questions: 

1. What were the primary reasons for your choice to leverage the OGRE rendering engine? 

2. Did you at any point in time consider using a commercial engine such as Unreal, CryEngine and if so, 

what were the primary reasons you had for choosing OGRE instead? 

3. How long did it take your team to master working with OGRE, and what impact did OGRE have on your 

art and programming costs? 

4. What digital-content-creation tools did your team leverage, and what was your experience with 

establishing a content pipeline into OGRE? 

5. Did you find that OGRE met your performance, quality and stability expectations? 

6. Did you utilize any 3rd party middleware solutions, and if so, what was your experience of integrating 

them with OGRE? 

7. Were there any technical limitations in OGRE that caused you grief? 

8. Knowing what you know now, would you continue to use OGRE if you were to do the whole thing over 

again? 

9. No other title based on OGRE has ever shipped demonstrating as much photorealistic quality as 

Motorm4x , and with the exception of the (seemingly permanently on hold) title Alliance: The Silent War, 

nobody else has even come close.  In hindsight, would you expect that a veteran team would be likely to 

follow in your footsteps, or was this a unique feat of high-OGRE-wizardry? 

With thanks in advance, 

David Brandt 
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Reykjavik University, Iceland  

 

Origins of Humanity (sent: 2009/12/05, answered: 2009/12/07): 
Hi, 

I’m doing an independent study at the Reykjavik University on the potential for using open-source 

technologies for commercial MMO development, focusing on OGRE, and your team seems to have 

gotten by far the furthest along that path. 

I was hoping that you would thus be willing to answer a few questions about using OGRE in an MMO? 

The questions are rather open by nature, so they should be easy to answer and please feel free to bend 

them to the specifics of your project. These are the questions: 

1. What were the primary reasons for your choice to leverage the OGRE rendering engine, and were any 

of these reasons specific to MMOs? 

2. Did you at any point in time consider using a commercial engine such as Unreal, CryEngine, 

HeroEngine or BigWorld, and if so, what were the primary reasons you had for choosing OGRE instead?  

3. How long did it take your team to master working with OGRE, and what impact has OGRE had on your 

art and programming costs? 

4. What digital-content-creation tools does your team leverage, and what was your experience with 

establishing a content pipeline into OGRE?  

5. Do you find that OGRE meet your performance, scalability and stability expections? 

6. Did you utilize any 3rd party middleware solutions, and if so, what was your experience of integrating 

them with OGRE? 

7. Are there any technical limitations in OGRE that have caused you grief?  

8. Knowing what you know now, would you use OGRE if you were going to do the whole thing over 

again?  

With thanks in advance, 

David Brandt 

Reykjavik University, Iceland  

Project Wish (sent: 2009/12/05, answered: 2009/12/06): 
Hi, 
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I’m doing an independent study at the Reykjavik University on the potential for using open-source 

technologies for commercial MMO development, focusing on OGRE, and your team seems to have gone 

quite far down that road before you guys eventually turned to other things. 

I was hoping that you would thus be willing to answer a few questions about using OGRE in an MMO? 

The questions are rather open by nature, so they should be easy to answer and please feel free to bend 

them to the specifics of Project Wish. These are the questions: 

1. What were the primary reasons for your choice to leverage the OGRE rendering engine, and were any 

of these reasons specific to MMOs and more specifically to ultra-scalable MMOs such as Project Wish? 

2. Did you at any point in time consider using a commercial engine such as Unreal, CryEngine, 

HeroEngine or BigWorld, and if so, what were the primary reasons you had for choosing OGRE instead? 

3. How long did it take your team to master working with OGRE, and what impact did OGRE have on your 

art and programming costs? 

4. What digital-content-creation tools did your team leverage, and what was your experience with 

establishing a content pipeline into OGRE? 

5. Did you find that OGRE met your performance, scalability and stability expections, especially given 

that you were going to have a truly massive world? 

6. Did you utilize any 3rd party middleware solutions, and if so, what was your experience of integrating 

them with OGRE? 

7. Are there any technical limitations in OGRE that have caused you grief? 

8. Knowing what you know now, would you use OGRE if you were going to do the whole thing over 

again? 

With thanks in advance, 

David Brandt 

Reykjavik University, Iceland  

Sacraboar (sent: 2009/12/05): 
Hi, 

I’m doing an independent study at the Reykjavik University on the potential for using open-source 

technologies for commercial MMO game development, focusing on OGRE, and Sacraboar seems to be 

one of the better OGRE games that has shipped commercially, although you are using it indirectly 

through the NeoAxis engine. 
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I was hoping that you would thus be willing to answer a few questions about your experience of using 

OGRE and NeoAxis in a commercial game? 

The questions are rather open by nature, so they should be easy to answer and please feel free to bend 

them to the specifics of Sacraboar. These are the questions: 

1. What were the primary reasons for your choice to leverage the NeoAxis game engine and OGRE 

rendering engine? 

2. Did you at any point in time consider using a commercial engine such as Unreal, CryEngine and if so, 

what were the primary reasons you had for choosing NeoAxis/OGRE instead? 

3. How long did it take your team to master working with NeoAxis, and what impact did NeoAxis/OGRE 

have on your art and programming costs? 

4. What digital-content-creation tools did your team leverage, and what was your experience with 

establishing a content pipeline into NeoAxis/OGRE? 

5. Did you find that NeoAxis/OGRE met your performance and stability expectations? 

6. Did you utilize any 3rd party middleware solutions, and if so, what was your experience of integrating 

them with NeoAxis and OGRE? 

7. Are there any technical limitations in NeoAxis/OGRE that have caused you grief? 

8. Knowing what you know now, would you use NeoAxis/OGRE if you were going to do the whole thing 

over again? 

With thanks in advance, 

David Brandt 

Reykjavik University, Iceland  

Alliance  (sent: 2009/12/05): 
Hi, 

I’m doing an independent study at the Reykjavik University on the potential for using open-source 

technologies for commercial MMO game development, focusing on OGRE, and Alliance: The Silent Wars 

seems to have demonstrated by far the best graphics ever rendered in OGRE, although it hasn’t been 

released yet. 

I was hoping that you would thus be willing to answer a few questions about your experience of using 

OGRE in a commercial game? 

The questions are rather open by nature, so they should be easy to answer and please feel free to bend 

them to the specifics of Alliance. These are the questions: 
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1. What were the primary reasons for your choice to leverage the OGRE rendering engine? 

2. Did you at any point in time consider using a commercial engine such as Unreal, CryEngine and if so, 

what were the primary reasons you had for choosing OGRE instead? 

3. How long did it take your team to master working with OGRE, and what impact did OGRE have on your 

art and programming costs? 

4. What digital-content-creation tools did your team leverage, and what was your experience with 

establishing a content pipeline into OGRE? 

5. Did you find that OGRE met your performance, quality and stability expectations? 

6. Did you utilize any 3rd party middleware solutions, and if so, what was your experience of integrating 

them with OGRE? 

7. Were there any technical limitations in OGRE that caused you grief? 

8. Knowing what you know now, would you continue to use OGRE if you were to restart the project, or if 

you were going to do the whole thing over again? 

9. How on earth did you guys manage to squeeze so much more out of OGRE than all other teams before 

or since?  In hindsight, would you expect that a veteran team would be likely to follow in your footsteps, 

or was this a unique feat of high-OGRE-wizardry? 

10. Any update on whether you guys will be reviving Alliance in the near future? 

With thanks in advance, 

David Brandt 

Reykjavik University, Iceland  

 

Torchlight (sent: 2009/12/05, answered: 2009/12/07): 
Hi, 

I’m doing an independent study at the Reykjavik University on the potential for using open-source 

technologies for commercial MMO game development, focusing on OGRE, and Torchlight seems to be by 

far the best game that has ever leveraged OGRE to date (my congratulations by the way). 

I was hoping that you would thus be willing to answer a few questions about your experience of using 

OGRE in a commercial game? 

The questions are rather open by nature, so they should be easy to answer and please feel free to bend 

them to the specifics of Torchlight. These are the questions: 
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1. What were the primary reasons for your choice to leverage the OGRE rendering engine? 

2. Did you at any point in time consider using a commercial engine such as Unreal, CryEngine and if so, 

what were the primary reasons you had for choosing OGRE instead? 

3. How long did it take your team to master working with OGRE, and what impact did OGRE have on your 

art and programming costs? 

4. What digital-content-creation tools did your team leverage, and what was your experience with 

establishing a content pipeline into OGRE? 

5. Did you find that OGRE met your performance, quality and stability expectations? 

6. Did you utilize any 3rd party middleware solutions, and if so, what was your experience of integrating 

them with OGRE? 

7. Were there any technical limitations in OGRE that caused you grief? 

8. Knowing what you know now, would you still use OGRE if you were going to do the whole thing over 

again? 

9. It seems to me that you only using dynamic lighting and shadows on animated objects such as 

characters, monsters and pets, and that you don’t even pre-bake shadows into your textures in spite of 

(seemingly) having a fixed lightsource, still you get away with it and have a very beautiful game.  Could 

you explain how and why you do things this way? 

10. If I understand correctly, you used a modified version of Particle Universe for your particle effects 

(which are brilliant, by the way).  Did you have to invest heavily in making the tool suitable for your 

needs? 

11.  What was the impact on your art creation costs of choosing the fixed-viewpoint method?  Did you 

get away with skipping creation of the “back-sides” of content in all cases? 

12. It seems to me that only the Alliance: The Silent Wars team has ever achieved a visual experience 

close to what you have done with OGRE, yet supposedly they were heavily shader-based (and were 

cancelled) while you avoided shaders entirely.  Was this a unique feat of high-OGRE-wizardry you pulled 

off, or would you expect that any veteran team could leverage OGRE to get such results? 

13. According to various sources you intend to launch an MMO based on the Torchlight world in 2010 or 

so.  Are you planning on continuing to use OGRE in your MMO, and if so, are there any specific technical 

limitations in OGRE which you feel that need to be overcome to do so? 

With thanks in advance, 

David Brandt 

Reykjavik University, Iceland  
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Zombie Driver (sent: 2009/12/08) 
Hi, 

 

I’m doing an independent study at the Reykjavik University on the potential for using open-source 

technologies for commercial MMO game development, focusing on OGRE, and Zombie Driver seems to 

be one of the best games that has ever leveraged OGRE to date (my congratulations by the way).  I saw 

on the Zombie Driver "about" page that press or business related questions should be directed to your 

address. 

 

I was hoping that you would be willing to answer a few questions about your experience of using OGRE 

in a commercial game? 

 

The questions are rather open by nature, so they should be easy to answer and please feel free to bend 

them to the specifics of Zombie Driver. These are the questions: 

 

1. What were the primary reasons for your choice to leverage the OGRE rendering engine? 

2. Did you at any point in time consider using a commercial engine such as Unreal, CryEngine and if so, 

what were the primary reasons you had for choosing OGRE instead? 

3. How long did it take your team to master working with OGRE, and what impact did OGRE have on your 

art and programming costs? 

4. What digital-content-creation tools did your team leverage, and what was your experience with 

establishing a content pipeline into OGRE? 

5. Did you find that OGRE met your performance, quality and stability expectations? 

6. Did you utilize any 3rd party middleware solutions, and if so, what was your experience of integrating 

them with OGRE? 

7. Were there any technical limitations in OGRE that caused you grief? 

8. Knowing what you know now, would you still use OGRE if you were going to do the whole thing over 

again? 

9. You seem to have leveraged PhysX quite elegantly in your game.  How much effort did it require this 

level of sophistication in code, and what impact did it have on the artist’s workload? 
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10. OGRE is advertised as “just a rendering engine” as opposed to being a full-fledged game engine.  How 

much effort was involved for you to evolve OGRE into a custom game engine and what tools did you 

have to make on your own? 

 

With thanks in advance, 

David Brandt 

Reykjavik University, Iceland  
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